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by Vitalij TRET’JAKOV

Putin’s time has witnessed the beginning of the rebirth of Russian power, forming part
of Euro-Atlantic civilization together with the United States and the European Union,
the emergence of the theory of “sovereign democracy” and its economic and
geopolitical applications and American illusions. The outcome: the pseudo-borders of
the Russian Federation will be exceeded.

T

he fears of some and the hopes of others

that - as a result of the fall of the Soviet Union and the anarchy of the 1990s - Russia
would fall out of the list of key players in world history, were never realized. Although
the view that the age of the superpowers is a thing of the past is quite popular these
days, I would venture to disagree. In my opinion, the world is still in a transition phase
between the Yalta-Potsdam system based on the global supremacy of two superpowers,
one of which was the USSR-Russia, to a not-yet-fully-emerged multipolar structure
which will, hopefully, be more democratic.
The 1990s were a time of temporary and partial exclusion of Russia from the
traditional system of world geopolitical balances of power. Without doubt, the period
represented a fork in the road of contemporary history. If Russia had completely
disappeared, then we would have been able to talk of an entirely new turning point in
world history. But that did not happen. For around a decade, there was a geostrategic
vacuum which the most powerful players on the world political stage attempted to fill.
But in the end, since the rebirth of Russia that began with the rise to power of Vladimir
Putin has taken place quite rapidly, a quasi-classical balance of power very soon
re-established itself, at the head of which was a small group of superpowers: the
United States, the European Union (but no one Western European country alone),
Russia, China and India, together with a geopolitical player that was outside the
system which is rather conventionally termed “international terrorism” but which
could be more precisely characterized as “anti-Western radical Islamic international
terrorism”.
The new world order is distinguishable from the previous one by two essential
indicators. Firstly, by the eclipsing of the dual superpower set-up. And secondly,
because one of the two superpowers has lost systematic control of a substantial part of
“international terrorism”.
The temporary geopolitical vacuum was used to full advantage by India and especially
by China, who acted with prudence and caution, but in line with their objectives. The
same can be said for “international terrorism”.
Those who missed an opportunity in the 1990s, both to their own detriment and
alas to that of the entire world, were the European Union and, especially, the United
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States. Their aggression against Yugoslavia and the dismantling of Serbia was an error
not yet recognized as such by the West. It was a huge and perhaps fatal error, more
serious than committing a crime, whose consequences will become apparent in the
near future. Above all, Europeans and Americans have adopted a policy which is
flawed in principle and even unbefitting towards Russia.
In truth, for a short while the United States boasted the title of hyperpower. Amid the
euphoria generated by the illusion of hyperpower status and the triumphant headiness
produced by the winning of the Cold War, Washington committed various errors (the
most symptomatic definitely being the invasion of Iraq), thereby dissipating all the
significant strategic advantages that resulted from the victory against the USSR. In this
way, the victory over “communism” was transformed into a (for the moment, still
tactical) defeat at the hands of an enemy that is much more violent and less
comprehensible and known to the West – namely, “international terrorism”. It is by
now clear that the United States’ ambitions of remaining the world leader, a hegemonic
global power, are doomed to failure. Thus, the rebirth of Russia should be welcomed
by all who see themselves as belonging to the Euro-Atlantic (Christian) civilization.
One final remark in this regard. I prefer to speak of Russia’s “rebirth” and not
“revenge”, as is often spoken of in the West. Perhaps I am oversensitive, but since the
word “revenge” in Russian political terms (and not solely) has negative historical
connotations, I hope that readers will forgive my purism.
But let’s get back to Russia.

What is Russia?
2006 is the fifteenth year since the definitive break-up and legal dissolution of the
USSR - a sufficient time to indicate any historical trend. And according to all the
indicators, we are currently witnessing the rebirth of Russia, a trend which will require
at least another ten to fifteen years to fully take shape. Unless something interrupts it.
(As an aside, I note that in my view the moment of truth for this process will come in
2017, which will be a symbolic year in Russia’s history, and that the fundamental
indicators will not be external or internal political challenges but demographic ones.)
To understand the phenomenon of Russia’s rebirth, it is firstly important to define
what we mean by “Russia”.
Very often, analysis of Russia is of a rudimentary nature. An image emerges of a
very (even excessively) large country, which is not totally European but rather half
Asian (at least in terms of the weak foothold of democratic traditions), with an
overdeveloped sense of statism, a powerful bureaucratic proclivity and imperial
ambitions. This is the typical Western European and North American view of Russia.
I do not deny that there is much truth in all these superficial features (in the
metaphysical, historical and political sense). But the surface gets mistaken for the
substance.
I have a different perspective on Russia (which in any case covers all the aspects
previously noted). For me, Russia is one of the two historical centres (though today
there are three) of Euro-Atlantic (Christian) civilization, which even Western Europe
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and the United States (the youngest of the centres) look to. But Russia, Western
Europe and the USA are not simply the geographic focal points of Euro-Atlantic
civilization. They are its geopolitical actors, in constant interaction between
themselves and with the world at large, where other civilizations meet. The three
actors in our Euro-Atlantic civilization are so active that they find themselves in
continuous mutual rivalry or competition; a rivalry that often spills over into wars.
Furthermore, these three players are so active and complex that, in essence, they
represent not so much three parts of a whole as three sub-civilizations. This has greatly
complicated European history but at the same time it has also accelerated its
development compared to Chinese or Islamic civilization. This in turn has resulted in
Euro-Atlantic supremacy, which has unfolded over the last five centuries, over all the
world’s civilizations.
Unfortunately, the rivalry between Russia and Western Europe (whom the United
States later joined as it has more in common with Western Europeans) developed
within our civilization as well as in the outside world. The main (though not sole)
proof of this was the so-called Cold War, with a multitude of thoroughly-heated
conflicts between the West and the USSR-Russia in regions that were termed Third
World.
The expansion of the Western European part of our civilization was not only
directed across the oceans but also to the East and, thus, towards Russia. This was
largely due to the historical superiority and aggressive proselytism of the Catholic
Church. Despite having always been the initiator of anti-Russian expansion, Western
Europe became accustomed to accusing Russia itself of expansionism, having
cultivated a profound mistrust towards our country and an insistent inasmuch as
unfounded Russophobia. Perhaps Russian communism, even if it actually originated in
Western Europe, may have been the sole foundation for these fears. But against the
backdrop of Western Europe’s centuries-old expansion towards Russia, the expansion
of Russian communism was merely an isolated incident.
Such was this (often artificially-fuelled) fear, that even after the collapse of the
USSR, the West (namely, the European Union and the USA) has continued to fight
with Russia, with whom it is allied by reason of civilization, and not against its
external enemies. The arrogance of the West towards Russia remains so strong that,
against common sense, historical reality and the survival instinct, it even continues to
deny Russia the label of “European country”; of “Western” instead of African or Asian.
After all, it was actually Russia that brought European values and the European
religion to Central Asia, in what was then Asiatic Siberia and the Far East,
significantly expanding the area of European civilization to the Western shores of the
Pacific Ocean.
The fact that Russia, a constituent of European civilization, has against its will
been in continuous conflict with Western Europe – and not just with non-European
civilizations as would have been natural – has given rise to an autonomous
sub-civilization. The latter has developed according to its own laws and political
forms.
For a large part of the last five hundred year of its history, Russia was an empire
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(formally proclaimed at the beginning of the 18th century by the Czar, Peter the Great).
It was a de facto union of the countries and peoples of Eastern Europe, the Caucasus,
Central Asia and Siberia, under the leadership of the Russian State. The Muscovite
State (up to Peter the Great), the Czarist empire and the Soviet Union are the same
historical and cultural entity under different political regimes, which constitutes one of
the three actors of Euro-Atlantic civilization within its natural borders. So much so,
that when Russia’s borders change, so too do those of Euro-Atlantic civilization.
Indeed, it is only the centuries-old dominion of Russia over these territories that has
introduced and preserved the historical characteristics of our shared civilization.
The claims of the European Union and the USA to manifest or latent dominion
over the Caucasus or Central Asia, the Ukraine or Belarus, are as myopic as any
Russian claims over Southern Europe or Central America would be. There can only be
one outcome: these territories, especially if they neighbour countries that belong to
other civilizations, will sooner or later distance themselves not only from Russia but
also from Euro-Atlantic civilization.
Russia carried out its clear historical and cultural mission undoubtedly for its own
ends but also for Euro-Atlantic civilization. It therefore cannot abandon territories that
were historically “entrusted” to it in the development of our European civilization. It
might lose them, but it cannot voluntarily give them up.
The current Russian Federation is only a part, even if large, of the historical Great
Russia – namely, the fully-fledged historic actor on the European and world political
stage. To mistake the Russian Federation - with its completely unnatural borders - for
that entity is politically and historically incorrect and near-sighted. And yet many wish
to do just that: to reduce the historic Russia to the Russian Federation or even less.
Russia, as one of the three actors of Euro-Atlantic civilization, is today represented
de jure by the Russian Federation, but de facto, as in the past, extends over the
legitimate territory of its historical domain; that is, roughly within the borders of the
USSR or the Czarist empire.
I understand that this approach may not please or might offend the ruling classes
and even the people of some European and Central Asian States. But alas, this is the
geopolitical and cultural reality.
This is confirmed by the fact that on the European continent, if we exclude the
imposed and superfluous presence of the USA, only two actors of international
significance remain, the European Union and Russia (or the Russian Union, as I prefer
to call Great Russia). There is no one else, unless we want to take insular Great Britain
into account, which is a de facto satellite of the USA.
In essence, the main difference between the European Union and the Russian
Union lies in the fact that, historically, the idea of unity and centralism as a
counterweight for the splintering and isolation of different States and people appeared
first – and for that reason in rather rudimentary political forms – in Eastern Europe,
that is in Russia, and not in the West where the European Union (or the Union of
Western and Central Europe) was born.
The fall of the USSR and the resulting decade of anarchy in its territory meant not
only the collapse of Great Russia and the triumph of anarchy among its ruling classes
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and its people, but also the collapse and anarchy of half of Europe and of its natural
and legitimate borders.
Russia itself is primarily responsible for what happened, although one must
acknowledge that many in the West contributed to it. And naturally, Russia, which did
not lose sight of its responsibility as a State and towards the common European
civilization, prepared itself for the rebirth and reconstruction of all that had plunged
into the power void which resulted from the triumph of anarchy.

A categorical imperative
The survival instinct operates not only within individual or between various races,
but also in specific civilizations, as is the case with Russia. There is no choice. You
either die, and then it’s for real, ending in complete annihilation - or you live on, that is
you’re born again and once more reach your natural boundaries: namely, politically,
economically, morally, spiritually and geographically.
You cannot be half reborn. Just as you can’t be a little pregnant or half-dead for
too long (you either get better or die), so too you cannot be half or quarter reborn, even
if that is what others might wish.
For Russia, not being reborn would have meant only one thing: dying off
completely, totally disappearing from the face of Europe and the earth. It is for this
very reason that the rebirth of Russia has been a categorical imperative of the current
cycle of events. A categorical imperative intuitively apprised or rationally devised by
its leaders, by its political leaders, including the opposition, except, naturally, for those
who have linked their affluence to the fall of the homeland. The rebirth of Russia has
also become a categorical imperative for its people. For Russia, as a nation of Russians
and a nation of dozens of languages. And it became so immediately, from the moment
of the collapse of Great Russia (the USSR), well before the ex-Soviet ruling classes
and the new oligarchic clans - consumed by selfish motivations and busy dividing up
the spoils - began to consider this need.
Even in the politics of the destroyer of Great Russia, Boris Yeltsin, instinctive or
conscious manifestations of this categorical imperative could be seen. What is there to
say about Vladimir Putin, who has made the preservation of the integrity of Russia and
the rebirth of its power the goal of his policies? This objective was already evident
between the end of 1999 and the beginning of 2000, when the whole world and a
significant segment of Russia’s political leaders were seeking an answer to the
question: “Who is Mr Putin?”

What does the rebirth of Russia involve?
Naturally, all that was fundamental and had been destroyed (or more precisely
half-destroyed) needed to be reconstituted and renewed. But it was necessary to take
into account the new conditions produced by the attempt to introduce a market
economy and a democratic system. It was also necessary to free ourselves of all that
had long outlived its usefulness. Nor was it conceivable to recover bits of territory
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manu militari, even if they were obviously Russian, such as the Crimea or Northern
Kazakhstan.
At the end of Yeltsin’s presidency, Russia did not find itself at all in a flourishing
period of democratic freedoms and principles of economic liberalism, as some claim
both in the West and at home. The situation was more than pitiful. For some years, the
State had not controlled part of its territory – the Chechnyan Republic in the North
Caucasus – and in fact had contributed to financially supporting the separatist,
anarchic and criminal regime of the commanders of the Chechnyan and foreign
guerrillas. Not only was it sacrificing public funds, but also citizens who were
kidnapped and enslaved by those who in the West were sometimes called rebels
sometimes freedom fighters for Chechnyan independence.
The prospect was that other parts of Russian territory would break away from the
homeland. Russia faced the threat of a second disintegration of its territory, after that
of 1991, which would probably have been the conclusive one. The State leadership
was almost completely demoralized and could not face up to its responsibilities
regarding the defence of the integrity of the country and the very safety of citizens.
This was clearly the case in Chechnya and applicable in relative terms elsewhere.
A large part of the population was living in misery. The nation’s wealth was
controlled by a small clan of oligarchs, who exported a significant share of the
currency obtained through the sale abroad of oil and other natural resources. Salaries
and pensions, at that time truly miserable, were not paid for months or years.
Criminality raged as never before in the history of our country.
Oligarchic groups controlled not only the entire economy but political power itself,
removing and appointing ministers and high officials.
State debt ran into some hundreds of billions of dollars. The government accounts
were in chronic deficit. Our economy was effectively run from abroad. Budgets were
prepared according to the dictates of the International Monetary Fund and were
approved in that forum before they were in the Russian Parliament.
Many have forgotten that the then-president Yeltsin, described in the West as a
beacon of democracy, was portrayed in the summer and autumn of 1999 by Western
media (have a flick through the pages of Italian newspapers of that period) as the head
of a totally corrupt family, both in a literal and political sense. Russia’s leadership had
lost any moral credibility both at home and abroad.
After 1999-2000, the prime minister and then president Vladimir Putin took on
and quite rapidly completed three decisive tasks. He eliminated the threat of
disintegration of the country (a military victory over terrorist separatism in Chechnya).
He consolidated the leadership, breathing authoritativeness and efficiency back into it.
And he reinstated fundamental principles of order into the running of the State, which
was revested with the powers that it had been stripped of by the oligarchs through
Yeltsin.
This was at the beginning, when what was needed was to lay the minimum
necessary foundations for the rebirth of Russia. Later began the real process of rebirth,
still underway, pursued by Putin and his team tenaciously, even if amid plots,
contradictions and internal struggles for power and for the redistribution of wealth.
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Putin re-established Russia’s role as a player on the international stage. Not to the
levels that the USSR had had, but at least on par with powers such as Great Britain,
France, Germany and, in some respects, even China. Putin reaffirmed Russia as the
political hub and core of civilization of the post-Soviet territories. He re-established
the authority of the State in the eyes of the majority of citizens of all the republics that
had risen from the ashes of the Soviet Union, in whose embrace they had constructed
their statehood. Putin’s policies enabled the struggle against the humiliation of Russian
and Russophone people, who after the disintegration of the USSR found themselves
outside the official borders of Russia not of their own accord but thanks to the
nationalistic rulers of the new independent States. This situation involved at least 25
million people, the equivalent of the population of an average-sized Western Europe
country.
Putin harshly crushed all remaining separatist aspirations thanks to the reform of
the Upper House, from which he excluded the so-called regional barons, leaders of the
territories reintegrated within the Russian Federation. This was a decision that was not
very democratic, neither in terms of procedure or substance, but it conclusively put an
end to the threat of disintegration of the country.
Though he did not entirely eliminate the oligarchic system which had formed
under Yeltsin, the new president, with a carrot-and-stick approach, did however
manage to dismantle it. He distinguished between those loyal to the new leadership,
who were allowed to retain their accumulated property subject to the payment of taxes,
and those who were not loyal, who were for the most part deprived of the riches stolen
from Russia, and had their political ambitions quashed or were forced to leave the
country. Having centralized the control of the nation’s wealth within the hands of the
State or business groups loyal to it, the Kremlin re-established basic economic justice.
It also extinguished the accumulated debt in relation to salaries and pensions,
increasing them substantially.
Above all, Putin began to establish the great transnational Russian corporations,
those additional economic mechanisms at the disposal of the State to influence the
global economy and politics. Not even in the era of Soviet superpower did we possess
a comparable mechanism.
Finally, Vladimir Putin restored credibility and popularity, at least to one Russian
political institution: the presidency. And he prudently began to formulate a national
ideology, the basis for a corresponding national strategy with a multi-decade outlook.
This vision of the national interest is (unofficially for the moment) called “sovereign
democracy”. A heated debate has arisen both in Russia and abroad over this concept,
of which I am an enthusiastic supporter and, within the limits of my modest abilities,
one of the authors. But what does it involve?
The concept of “sovereign democracy” is based on the premise that in the world,
among the States that believe themselves to be formally independent, only a few – the
most powerful and courageous – possess real sovereignty, that is, construct their
domestic and foreign policy on the basis of national interests without subjugating
themselves to the interests of others. Clearly, the common interests of humankind
cannot be ignored, nor can the interests of small and weak nations and races. This
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collective responsibility cannot, however, stem from coercion, but solely from one’s
own (sovereign) moral and political duty.
Thus, Putin’s Russia – but more precisely and correctly, Russia under Putin – has
resolved that, as has always been the case apart from the period of tumult in the 1990s,
it alone will decide what to do, establishing partnership relationships on an equal
footing with other global actors and without accepting any form of submission.
As far as the issue of democracy (which I believe is still proto-democracy with
traces of pseudo-democracy) is concerned, Russia itself will decide which democratic
system to construct, and within what timeframes to do so, on the basis of
universally-recognized democratic principles but also of the national, historical and
political specificities of the country. In other words, Russia recognizes no arbiter
higher than itself and even less so when any such party puts itself forward for the
position.
Those in Putin’s team and among his political allies who share this ideology
believe that it does not contradict the fundamental national interests of other countries,
since not only does it exclude the supremacy of anyone else over Russia, but also of
Russia over anyone else.

What does the rebirth of Russia mean for others?
I perfectly understand that the rebirth of Russia, its sovereignty and power, might
frighten or disturb many, especially in Europe. I understand, but I do not think this is
justified. And I also know that the rebirth of Russia will make an even greater number
of people and countries happy, at the very least because they see in it a counterweight
for the excessive influence of other key players in global politics, especially the US
and potentially China.
Secondly, those that are frightened and disturbed will nevertheless have to face up
to this reality, as Russia has no choice; if it is not reborn, it will die.
For those who are most frightened, those who fiercely resist our rebirth, it is still
not clear whether Great Russia will be a good thing or not. Yet, for example, it is
absolutely clear to me that it is actually Russia that defends the borders to the East and
the security of the European Union and NATO. If we were to disappear, Western
Europeans and NATO members would be exposed to Eastern threats and would be
defeated. In this context, Brussels should take a long hard look at how European
countries and governments that border with Russia behave. They continuously try the
patience of Moscow with their historical phobias their long-frustrated imperial
instincts. Russia may be blamed for having in its time risen to being an imposing
continental empire. But if others did not succeed in doing so, they alone are to blame.
Russia expects to remain one of the key players, for the sake of its interests but
also, I believe, for the good of the world. It expects to be one of the few truly
sovereign (autonomous) poles in world politics. For this reason, it must regenerate its
overall power till it reaches this goal, even if others oppose it. What does this mean in
concrete terms? In responding to this question, I diverge particularly from what
president Putin has stated. This is perhaps because he sees the issue in a different light,
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or because he does not believe it necessary or possible to say what I will say.
Russia insists on its leadership of the civilization - both of a political and military
(in the sense of guaranteeing national and collective security) nature - of the
post-Soviet territories, which may be exercised in various ways, but absolutely without
the use of force. I do not exclude the formation in relation to a part of the post-Soviet
territories of a new State, a new Union ruled by Russia. This State already exists in
embryonic form: the Belarus-Russian Union. But in the future, other countries may
form part of it.
It is also necessary to form a military alliance between some States that were
formerly part of the USSR. Even this alliance has already been established: it is the
Collective Security Treaty Organization (CSTO), whose members are Russia, Belarus,
Armenia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan. But it may be enlarged.
Russia would like to see a sincere and informal agreement established between
NATO and the CSTO regarding shared military responsibility for the security of the
entire European territory and our part of Asia.
Alongside the military mechanism, there should be an economic one. Undoubtedly,
Russia wishes to return to the fold of the major players in the global economy. For this,
it needs to have a single market of adequate size, including not less than 200-300
million people. Furthermore, Russia will do everything in its power to transform the
rouble into the common currency of the economic union to be built around it, and also
into one of the principal world currencies alongside the dollar, the euro and yuan. The
entry of Russia into any other monetary system is totally out of the question.
Russia pledges itself to reunify what is today the largest divided nation in Europe:
that of the Russians themselves. This reunification, an imperative of Russian
geopolitics, need not necessarily take the form of annexation to the current Russian
Federation of territories of other countries that have a predominantly Russian
population. In the current context, it would be better to resort to a kind of union of
independent States, along the lines of the European Union, within which reunification
would take place without touching state borders. However, if territories that are
historically Russian are handed over to the sovereignty of any other political or
military bloc or alliance, especially if they are hostile to Russia, against the wishes of
the Russian population residing there, then the question of the reunification of the
Russian nation may also raise itself in a brutal political form.
Being the main guarantor of the de facto territorial integrity of all the post-Soviet
States, Moscow would not consider itself obliged to maintain its role as guarantor
where any State adopted a policy openly in conflict with the interests of Russia, the
Russian people or other people historically answering to Russia, even if today they
find themselves outside its official borders. In this case, warlike actions on the part of
Russia may be excluded where the survival of one group of people or another is not
physically threatened. But it is obvious that Russia would have the right to resort to the
“sacrifice the territory to save the people” model and it would use it without fail.
Russia has devised the theory of “sovereign democracy” principally for itself, but
considers it to be a universal concept, also usable by other countries. The more the
merrier.
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Finally, I refer once again to the ties of civilization between the (Western)
European Union, the Russian Union and the North American Union. So, once the
reborn Russia has reached a sufficient level of maturity to be incapable of being
ignored any longer by even the most obstinate Western politicians and experts, Russia
will inevitably propose the formation of a political and military alliance to the
European Union and the United States. And perhaps the establishment of a
Euro-Atlantic confederation, with a shared parliament and government. In any case, it
is only in this way that I envisage the possibility of preserving the integrity and
security of our common Euro-Atlantic civilization. All the more so if we wish to
maintain its world leadership over the course of this century.

But is it perhaps just revenge?
The rebirth of Russia threatens no one on the European continent and is
advantageous to all who sincerely desire the preservation of the integrity and
uniqueness of European (Christian) civilization. One cannot read anything into it that
remotely evokes base political, or worse still, military revanche.
In the end, on the basis of my many contacts with experts and politicians from the
European Union countries and NATO, I believe that the dilemma over the benevolent
or perilous nature of Russia’s rebirth for the countries which surround it and who in
one way or another cooperate with it, especially in Europe, is not a question of logic
but of trust and historical recollection. And there’s nothing anyone can do about that.
I have attempted here to unveil, in the most transparent manner, the substance of
the phenomenon of Russia’s rebirth. I hope that in the Europe of today or tomorrow,
brilliant political minds will emerge who, overcoming engrained complexes, will
endorse entirely the idea of the unity of European civilization - as has already occurred
in the Western arm of the continent - and will make it a reality.
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by Mauro DE BONIS

The trial of strength between Moscow and Tbilisi over the separatist regions of
Abkhazia and South Ossetia has been won by the Russians. So what were the origins of
the territorial disputes that have shaken the leadership of the pro-Western Saakashvili,
whom the Americans now advise to proceed with caution?

1.

“I

t’s not that we don’t want Georgia in NATO.

What we don’t want is NATO and the United States in the Caucasus”.1 So said the
Russian journalist Vitalij Tret’jakov after the crisis that broke out at the end of
September between Georgia and the Russian Federation. This, in the final analysis, is
the subject of the dispute, which sheds light on Moscow’s strategy; namely, to prevent
the Western military alliance from installing itself in a country which Russia considers,
now more than ever, its priority area of influence and security. For this reason, it is
necessary to avoid Tbilisi settling the unresolved disputes over its State borders to its
own advantage.
With the fall of the Soviet Union, Georgia immediately steered itself westward.
What slowed it down were the independence ambitions of certain internal regions,
starting with Abkhazia and South Ossetia. This was at the beginning of the 1990s. The
brief but bloody conflicts which exploded between the two separatist regions and the
centre were exploited by Moscow to deploy its troops within the country as a
peacekeeping force, to ensure a peace that never eventuated. The Kremlin Russified
the local people: passports, pensions, currency and salaries were guaranteed by the
Federation. The two regions increasingly seemed like Russian enclaves in foreign
territory and the conflicts remained frozen.
Nevertheless, Georgia continued to get closer to the West. It showed itself willing
to host a US-branded energy corridor, it took in American soldiers to train the poor and
unprepared local troops, it opened up the doors of its ministries and public institutions
to Washington experts and it embarked on the road to entering the Atlantic alliance,
emboldened by its strategic position in the heart of the Southern Caucasus. But how
can NATO accommodate a country struggling with unresolved territorial disputes that
are ready to erupt again at any moment? It cannot, and Moscow knows this.
And so the warlike intentions of Mikhail Saakashvili, brought to the presidency of the
republic on the back of the Georgian Rose Revolution and determined to reintegrate
1

Victor YASMANN, “Russia: Moscow’s Shifting Policy Toward Georgia”, Rfe/Rl, 16 October 2006.
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the rebel regions, did not unsettle the Kremlin. Moscow responded to these intentions,
which were reaffirmed in September after the dramatic arrest of five Russian officials
accused of spying, with extreme harshness, imposing sanctions on Georgia that
stretched the limits of international law but, above all, declaring itself ready to defend
the two insurgent regions and the Russians who live there against any kind of threat. It
went as far as evoking the possible independence of Kosovo as a precedent for
recognizing the independence of Abkhazia and South Ossetia.
Saakashvili and his allies were on notice. NATO, the United States, Europe, as
well as the allied members of GUAM and the United Nations, took a step backwards.
It was unthinkable for a war to ignite the Caucasian tinderbox now. Moscow was too
important for the resolution of the Iranian and Korean issues. It was too dangerous to
challenge the Russian bear in winter, when Europe so needed its gas. It was late,
perhaps, but even Tbilisi realized it had overstepped the mark. Negotiations resumed,
Saakashvili pleaded and, as an act of good faith and repentance, he offered the
Kremlin the head of his most belligerent minister on a platter. But would this be
enough?
2. Having risen to power in 2004 to the cry of “Let’s get Georgia back!”, Saakashvili
began by restoring Tbilisi’s control over another rebellious region, Ajaria. The
operation succeeded with relative ease, but things became complicated with South
Ossetia and Abkhazia. Here there were Russians and organizing military expeditions
was much more dangerous. For this reason, the Georgian president requested
Moscow’s peacekeeping troops be replaced by international forces. There was no
response.
In the meantime, discontent within the country grew. Not only did Saakashvili not
keep his territorial promises, but the freedom and economic development that had been
anticipated seemed remote. The same international community which had applauded
the roses of Georgian democracy, now stripped them of their thorns. The democracy
was only ostensible, claimed many in the West. Control of the press was iron-fisted
and opponents had been silenced, often tortured and thrown into prison.2 By contrast,
the Heritage Foundation’s Index of Economic Freedom 2006 gave Georgia a good
world ranking for economic freedom, namely mostly free, on par with Italy, France
and Spain. The World Bank, in its Doing Business Report, awarded it a good score for
economic reforms implemented and NATO complimented it for the progress achieved
in the area of security.3 Typically Western double standards which, however, gave
Tbilisi the reassurance that it had its back covered.
And so the warmongers multiplied and in view of the administrative elections on 5
October, which Saakashvili “had to” win, the president decided on an expedition to
Abkhazia. The objective: the recapture of the Kodori Gorge, a small area not
Dov LYNCH, “Why Georgia matters”, Chaillot Paper n° 86, Institute for Security Studies,
European Union, Paris, February 2006.
3 David J. SMITH, “Georgia Nearing Next Step to NATO Membership”, Central Asia – Caucasus
Analyst, 28 June 2006.
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controlled by Sukhumi’s separatist forces. On 27 July 2006, in a live television
broadcast, a triumphant Georgian president declared the operation a success, resolved
on a change of name for the region to Upper Abkhazia and installed an Abkhazi
government-in-exile there, recognized by Tbilisi. Moscow’s response was tough,
accusing Saakashvili of having breached the ceasefire agreements of 1994 which
envisaged the sole presence of peacekeeping forces in the area. The United States’
reaction was one of concern. While reaffirming their support for Georgian territorial
integrity, they warned Saakashvili against taking a single step towards Sukhumi.4 The
Georgian president obeyed but he did not give in and, at the beginning of August,
launched a training programme for 100 thousand reservists. He wanted them ready to
fight within 48 hours “not to start a war”, he clarified, “but because we don’t want
them to start one with us”.5
Saakashvili seemed to be preparing carefully for a showdown with Moscow.
Mobilizing society against a common enemy seemed to be his goal. The Russian
gambit might also be decisive on the home front and, on 6 September, the en masse
arrest of members of the opposition began, accused of preparing a coup with
Moscow’s financial backing. All this, once again, caught live on TV.6 From abroad,
NATO announced its decision to reward Georgia’s efforts at alignment with the
opening of “intensified dialogue”. On 21 September and the day after, in the General
Assembly of the United Nations, Saakashvili blasted Moscow’s attempt to annex the
two breakaway regions, demanded the withdrawal of the peacekeeping troops,
threatened to give the go-ahead to those in Georgia who wished to resolve the dispute
by other means and warned Putin against raising the dangerous parallel of Kosovo
again.7 The Georgian president was in full flight and safe in the support of Western
allies, stating: “I have expressly clarified with our foreign partners, Russia included,
that any attempt to tear away any piece of Georgian territory (…) will meet with the
opposition of our principal foreign partners”.8
This was the climate that preceded the arrest of the Russian “spies” on Georgian
territory on 27 September. The event was hyped by newspapers and TV and triggered
the reaction of Moscow. The Kremlin decided on a hard line: economic sanctions,
forced repatriation of Georgians illegally present in Russia, a communications and
transportation blockade and the withdrawal of its diplomatic representation in Tbilisi.
In Georgia, the hawks in power would not let go their hold, at least not until they
were sure they would emerge victors, together with their president’s party, at the polls.
The Russian gambit had served to rally disappointed supporters and a part of the
opposition around the intrepid Saakashvili once again.
But beyond the rickety Georgian borders, matters took another turn. Moscow got
4
5

Itar-Tass, US Diplomat: Georgia Pledges Not To Advance Further in Kodori, 3 August 2006.
David HOLLEY, “Georgia’s Steps Echoing in the Caucasus”, Los Angeles Times, 30 August 2006.

Olga ALLENOVA and Vladimir NOVIKO, “Moscow Accused of Backing Georgian Revolt Justice
Party coup thwarted”, Kommersant, 7 September 2006
7 Paul TAYLOR, “Georgia demands removal of Russian peacekeepers”, Reuters, 22 September
2006.
8 Speech broadcast on Georgian TV station Rustavi-2 on 26 September 2006.
6
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serious and the West blocked Saakashvili and his hawks. Even the GUAM-allied
countries refused to show support to Tbilisi in its face-off with Moscow. They were
too busy resolving their own economic problems to challenge the Kremlin with winter
at the gates.9 Russia also played the gas card and requested that Georgia pay 230
dollars for every cubic meter, instead of the usual 110, starting from January 2007.
Saakashvili made it known that soon the country would be able to exploit alternative
sources of energy to those of Moscow and refused to hand over Georgia’s energy
assets to Gazprom in order to not have its supply cut off.
The Georgian president revived the decision to take back Abkhazia and warned
Ossetians regarding the referendum on independence of 12 November. But the
message from Washington must have been clear: enough with the tensions with
Moscow. Saakashvili understood, removed the warmongering Minister of Defence
Irakli Okruashvili from office and declared that he was ready for dialogue with
Moscow. The problems to be resolved were still the same: the suspended conflicts over
Abkhazia and South Ossetia.
3. The ancient Ossetian race has Iranian origins, direct descendants of the Scythians,
Sarmatians and Alans. They live dispersed in various republics of the Caucasus,
principally divided between North Ossetia (Russia) and South Ossetia (Georgia). The
diaspora began in the 13th century with the Mongol invasion of the region and the
subsequent displacement of a large part of the population to Georgian territory.10
Byzantine and Georgian influences resulted in their conversion to Christianity, which
was consolidated in the 18th century under Russian domination, beginning with the
conquest of North Ossetia in 1774.11 From then on, the history of this race has been
inseparably linked first with the Czarist and then with the Soviet empire.
It was in 1903 that revolutionary activities began in South Ossetia, which after the
fall of the Czar was conquered by the Menshevik Republic of Georgia. The Ossetian
revolt against Tbilisi began immediately, which led to a real conflict (1918-21) that
concluded with the Soviet conquest of Georgia. On 20 April 1922, South Ossetia was
accorded the status of autonomous region but under the control of the Georgian Soviet.
The strategy was to concede a certain autonomy to regions and districts inhabited by
ethnic minorities in exchange for decisive support of the Bolshevik regime, making
life more difficult for republics that had just been conquered such as Georgia. This,
however, did not prevent Tbilisi authorities from excluding Ossetians from the
administration and from higher education.12 Despite this, the Ossetians continued to
harbour the dream of reuniting with their brothers in the North. But at the end of the
1980s, with the Soviet Union in a state of coma, the ultra-nationalistic figure of Zviad
Gamsakhurdia emerged, who was determined to put internal minorities and their
aspirations for independence out of harm’s way. The decision taken by the Ossetian
9
10
11
12

Afp, “Ex-Soviet states refuse to back Georgia on Russia”, 16 October 2006.
http://www.globalsecurity.org/military/world/war/south-ossetia.htm
Giovanni BENSI, La Cecenia e la polveriera del Caucaso, Nicolodi editore, May 2005, p. 48.
http://poli.vub.ac.be/publi/ContBorders/eng/ch0103.htm
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Supreme Soviet on 10 November 1989, which had transformed the autonomous region
into a republic within the still-Soviet Georgia, was annulled and rebuked with an
armed expedition that led to fierce clashes near the capital Tskhinvali. The fuse had
been lit and, with the rise to power of Gamsakhurdia, the bomb exploded. After
Ossetian elections were held without the approval of Tbilisi, at the end of December
1990 the Georgian parliament abolished the autonomous region of Ossetia, relegating
it to a simple province, banned all demonstrations and declared Georgian the official
language of the breakaway territory. On 6 January 1991, Tskhinvali was attacked. Thus
began the Ossetian-Georgian conflict, the cause of many victims, of the collapse of the
Ossetian economy and the flight of a great many Georgians and thousands of Ossetians
from the region.
What halted the fighting was the fall of the USSR and that of Gamsakhurdia. It
was 1992 and the Georgians, struggling with serious internal tensions, allowed
Ossetians to hold a referendum on 10 January precisely which, with a 90% vote in
favour, approved rejoining the Russian Federation. The fighting resumed and even
Moscow came to the Ossetians’ aid. Then, finally, on 22 June, a ceasefire agreement
was signed and it was decided to place a peacekeeping force between the parties in
conflict, composed in equal parts of Russians, Ossetians and Georgians. Ossetia had
been brought to its knees, crushed by the war and by Tbilisi’s blockade. Moscow ran to
its aid but in 2004 tensions reignited.
The pro-Western Saakashvili had risen to power, who, with the excuse of quelling
smuggling and illegal activities, sent troops from the Interior Ministry to the region.
The move was in clear breach of the agreements of 1992 which allowed the parties to
deploy only peacekeeping forces in the area. But Saakashvili did not listen to the
protests coming from Moscow and Tskhinvali and continued to amass troops. The
Ossetians responded with an official request to Russia to recognize Ossetia as an
independent State. Shooting began, halted after frantic telephone talks between
Moscow and Washington. The United States had no intention of witnessing a conflict
in the Southern Caucasus, which would lead to the inevitable involvement of a Russia
anxious to regain its lost influence in the region. Tbilisi proposed a plan which
envisaged international control of the conflict area, forcing the withdrawal of the
Russian troops present in Ossetia.13 Russia’s refusal was a foregone conclusion.
Saakashvili knew full well that the main obstacle to reintegrating the rebel region
was the presence of federal troops. And he knew how much the link between
Tskhinvali and Moscow had been strengthened in recent years. The majority of the
territory was in fact controlled by the Russians. To this day, more than 90% of
Ossetians have a Russian passport and receive a pension or salary from Moscow. Even
mobile phones have Russian numbers and on entering the centre of Tskhinvali, a large
poster proclaims: “Putin: our president!” Official documents are in Russian and
everyone speaks it very well compared to Georgian, which has decidedly fallen into
disuse especially among youth. History here tells of a voluntary union with Russia four
13

Piero SINATTI, “Di chi è la Georgia?”, Limes 6/2004, p. 181-193
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centuries ago and of having finished up in Georgian territory solely because of the
appalling ethnic policy during the Soviet era.14 But history also tells of a shattered
economy and very high rates of unemployment for a population numbering little more
than 70 thousand people; of the closure by the Georgians of the vital Ergneti Market;
of the limited flow of goods that now crosses the 4 kilometres of the Roki tunnel
which has connected South and North Ossetia since 1981; and of how the will to
return to freedom and as part of Russia, reunited with their brothers in North Ossetia,
remains steadfast. It was decided to reaffirm this in the predictable outcome of the
referendum of 12 November (won by the “yes to independence” camp by 99% of
votes). This was the response to the growing tensions with Tbilisi which had begun in
July with the murder of the head of the Ossetian security council and had been
followed in September with shoot-outs and failed assassination attempts, including
against Saakashvili himself, leading to the killing of 4 alleged saboteurs by the
Ossetians.15
Having never been recognized by the international community as a state, the
Ossetians are counting on Moscow, currently engaged in also ensuring gas supplies by
means of a new pipeline. This is the 163-kilometre long Dzaurikau-Tskhinvali gas
pipeline, already completed in part, which will link the two Ossetias from, it would
seem, the end of December.16
4. The history of Abkhazia, a small South Caucasus region lapped by the Black Sea,
is lost in the mists of time. Part of the kingdom of Kolchis, between the 6th and 4th
centuries B.C. it became subject to the Roman Empire until 975 A.D., when the
Abkhazi king Leo II carved it out to become part of Georgia. The principality of
Abkhazia then passed to the dominion of the Tartars, the Turks and finally, in 1810, to
the Czarist empire.
It was in this way that Abkhazian history within the borders of Russia began. It’s a
story marked by the deportation of half the population (mostly Muslims) in 1870. Only
Christians remained in the country, who soon became a minority when Russians and
Georgians in particularly took the place of those deported.17 Frequently left in a state
of serfdom to Georgian princes and kings, Abkhazia was conquered by the Bolsheviks
in 1918, but it was immediately lost to Menshevik Georgia with the assistance of the
English and the Germans. In March 1921, the Red Army finally entered Sukhumi and
approved the creation of the Soviet Socialist Republic of Abkhazia, within the
Transcaucasian Federation. This was a status that ceased in December of the same year
when, by means of a Treaty of Union, Abkhazia was incorporated into the Soviet
Socialist Republic of Georgia, within which it was then downgraded to a simple
autonomous republic. From 1931 onwards, and at least till the death of the Georgian
Josif Vissarionovič Dzhugashvili, otherwise known as Stalin, and the Abkhazi
http://www.iiss.org/index.asp?pgid=14535&mtype=print
Agi/Afp, 31 October 2006.
16 Nona MCHEDLISHVILI, “Russia: Ossetia Pipeline Adds Fuel To The Georgia Fire”, Rfe/Rl, 6
November 2006.
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Lavrentij Pavlovič Berija (born in a village near Sukhumi) then head of the
Transcaucasian Federation, the small republic underwent a forced Georgianization
drive and harsh repression. Thousands of Georgians settled within Abkhazi territory
and the local language was excluded from school curricula.
The period after Stalin saw local political leaders and intellectuals drawing the
attention of the Supreme Soviet on several occasions (specifically, in 1956, 1967 and
1978) to the desire of Abkhazians to separate from Tbilisi and rejoin Russia. Only a
few concessions were made by Moscow and, in 1988, they were endowed with a
television and radio station which were outside Georgian control.18 By the time the
USSR was in its death throes, the Abkhazians were a minority in their own country,
constituting only 17% of around 500 thousand inhabitants, as against 44% Georgians,
16% Russians and 15% Armenians. However, the dream of independence was revived
vividly through the reborn separatist forces, who set themselves the goal of regaining
the status enjoyed by Abkhazia before 1931, that of an independent republic within the
shaky borders of the USSR.
But Georgia wouldn’t have it. An initial brief conflict erupted in July 1990 and
lasted only a month, until the declaration of sovereignty of a still-Soviet Abkhazia. The
following year, Tbilisi reinstated the 1921 constitution, thus abolishing any form of
autonomy for Sukhumi, which responded on 21 July 1992 by bringing its 1925
constitution back into effect. This time, the Georgian response was vehement and on
14 August, the troops of president Shevardnadze entered Abkhazia. The conflict
dragged on till September 1993, when Abkhazi troops, with the help of North
Caucasus volunteers, Cossacks and Chechnyan fighters, including the now deceased
terrorist leader Šamil Basaev, together with the Russian Army, pushed Tbilisi’s soldiers
back over the border. In the spring of 1994, the parties signed an armistice and accord
for the deployment of peacekeeping forces under the CIS (that is, Russian) banner, in a
buffer zone of 24 kilometres on the border between the warring republics.
Since then, this conflict has also remained unresolved. The Georgians still consider
Abkhazia as part of their territory while the latter considers itself a sovereign State,
even if it has never been recognized as such by anyone - not even Moscow, which
nevertheless pursues in the wealthy and strategic territory the same policy of
Russification adopted in Ossetia. The country represents 210 kilometres of coastline,
food and timber industries, chemical factories and coal mines as well as zinc, lead and
silver reserves and a huge tourist potential. And that’s without taking into account the
ports of Sukhumi and Ochamchira and the two airports. Moscow has everything to
gain. It has given away Russian passports to the majority of the population, it pays a
pension to more than 30 thousand Abkhazians, it has built a railway line from Soči to
Sukhumi, it treats the seriously ill for free and, in 2006 alone, it freely handed out 200
thousand school textbooks. In this case too, history tells of an unwanted involvement
in the destiny of Georgia: “They forcibly included us in the SSR of Georgia”, explains
the Abkhazi prime minister Aleksandr Ankbav, “which Stalin wanted to make a gift
17
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to”.19 And there is a fear that history may repeat itself. It was for this reason, after the
recapture of the Kodori Gorge in July and the threatening statements of Saakashvili,
that the separatist parliament officially requested Moscow to recognize its
independence and to accept it as an associate member of the Federation. “Russia is the
only country”, the Abkhazi president Sergej Bagapsh explained at the time, “that can
provide security and protection for the future of Abkhazia.”20
5. The two separatist regions thus remain under the protective wing of Moscow.
Knowing pawns, together with Georgia, in a game that is much larger than them: the
struggle for influence in the Transcaucasian region that Moscow and Washington
began to engage in even before the USSR was stone-cold dead. But the Russia of
today is quite different from the battered country that emerged from the Soviet ashes.
No resolution of the Georgian conflicts is possible without Russia’s involvement.
And without peace, NATO expansion in the Caucasus is postponed to a date yet to be
announced. Moscow is aware of the amount of resources and aid that the West has
allocated to Georgia. But it knows that it has the power to thwart their effectiveness. At
the height of the Russo-Georgian crisis in September, it was Putin himself who pointed
to unnamed foreign sponsors as being behind the moves of the Georgian leadership.21
It fell to his Foreign Minister to give names and surnames: “The sequence of events
that preceded the arrest of the Russian officials”, revealed Lavrov, “points to a certain
role played by the United States in heightening tensions.” So too with NATO.22
Fanned by popular support (64% of Russians are said to be in favour23), the Russian
president applied very heavy sanctions to Georgia. They undoubtedly serve to tarnish
the image of his Georgian counterpart and, if possible, lead to his fall, but above all
they are aimed at warning the West that Russia is back and that in no part of the globe
where it cultivates its interests will it be possible to attack it.
To an international community preparing to declare Kosovo’s independence, Putin
reiterated a concept expressed at the beginning of 2006: “If anyone is thinking they
should attribute the status of independent country to Kosovo, then why should it be
denied to Abkhazia and South Ossetia?” 24 This raised the spectre of a possible
recognition by Russia alone of the two entities, much to the embarrassment of those
who must decide the fate of the Balkans region. Putin’s determination has prompted
Washington to curb Saakashvili’s nationalistic impulses and the United Nations to
accept Moscow’s call for condemnation of Georgia, which had previously been turned
down at the beginning of the crisis. In Resolution 1716 of 13 October, the Security
Council attributed the revived tensions with Abkhazia to the Georgian operations of
July in the Kodori Gorge in violation of the 1994 accords and called for an immediate
19
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withdrawal of the unauthorized (Georgian) troops. It resolved to extend the UNOMIG
peacekeeping mission until 15 April 2007, calling on the parties to seek a peaceful
solution to the crisis and urging Tbilisi to refrain from any provocative actions or
militant rhetoric.25
This was a document that Moscow welcomed with extreme satisfaction. It was a
blow for Saakashvili and his allies, followed by another that Putin struck through
Gazprom: Russian gas would now cost more than double for Georgia. This was an
expected move and, according to the Georgians, not even a particularly incisive one.
The courageous Europeans immediately declared the matter to be “exclusively”
bilateral. Saakashvili spoke of alternative sources, remaining silent as to the real
control that Moscow exerts over Georgia. In the gas sector, Tbilisi is entirely
dependent on Moscow. There are two companies which control the domestic market,
one being the Kazakh Tbilgazi and the other being the Russian Itera Georgia, which is
made up of 10 companies - one for each Georgian region. The importation of gas from
Russia is, on the other hand, managed by, in addition to the two abovementioned
companies, the Russian companies Gazexport - a Gazprom division - and Energy
Invest, which is controlled by the Vnešekonombank. While as far as the electrical
energy sector is concerned, the importation from Russia of 233.9 million kWh is
forecast for between October 2006 and August 2007. Managing this will be a tight
network of companies engaged in both the generation and the distribution and
transmission of electricity. Engaged in the former are the two hydroelectric plants
Khrami-1 and Khrami-2 owned by RAO UES, a Russian monopolistic enterprise run
by the evergreen Anatolij Čjubais, and two thermoelectric power plants, one owned by
the abovementioned Energy Invest and the other by Mtkvari-Energetika, also owned
by RAO UES. Distribution, on the other hand, is managed by Telasi, which is 75%
owned by the Russian Inter RAO UES. Finally, transmission is entirely handled by the
Russo-Georgian joint stock company (50:50) SakRusEnergo.26
Moscow is therefore the backbone of the Georgian economy. Certainly, the
Kremlin will close the last two remaining military bases in Georgia, those at Batumi
and Akhalkalaki, redeploying some of the troops in nearby Armenia, but the Russian
bear will remain firmly planted in the Caucasus country.
6. The United States is also well-established in Georgia. This was already the case
before the advent of Saakashvili. In the military field, in 2002 Washington launched
the GTEP – the Georgia Train and Equip Program – to provide anti-insurgence training
to Georgian troops. Then, in 2005, came the SSOP - Sustainment and Stability
Operations Program – which provides expenditure of 60 million dollars in order for
marines to train infantry battalions to be ready for operations in Iraq, alongside the
Americans. And since 1997, the State Department has assisted Tbilisi with the GBSLE
http://daccess-ods.un.org/access.nsf/Get?Open&DS=S/RES/1716%20(2006)&Lang=E&Area=UN
DOC http://www.un.org/News/Press/docs/2006/sc8851.doc.htm
26 All this information was provided on 7 November 2006 by GNERC, the Georgian National
Energy Regulatory Commission.
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- Georgia Border Security and Law Enforcement Program.27
But the United States does not solely wish to strengthen the Georgian war machine
and, for this reason, has also launched programs in the social and economic fields. The
latest of these in chronological order is the Millennium Challenge Account compact,
signed in September 2005. The project provides 295.3 million dollars in funding for
the next five years aimed at the renewal of regional infrastructure and the development
of enterprises. In 2006 alone, the US government allocated 85.7 million dollars to
Georgia.28 USAID, the United States development agency, has up till now poured
around 774 million dollars into Georgia.29 American experts are engaged in many
ministries in Tbilisi, including the Ministries of Finance, Agriculture, Economic
Development and Energy. All this occurs through NGOs or local partners, such as the
American Bar Association’s Central European and Eurasian Law Initiative, which
assists in judicial reform, or Development Alternatives Incorporated, which assists the
staff of the president and prime minister in communications and other tasks. Even a
television program for teenagers in the Caucasus, Kids’ Crossroads, has been thought
of. It premiered in January 2005 as a vehicle for instilling values.30
The growth of the substantial American presence in Georgia was then followed by
increasingly closer ties between the Caucasus republic and NATO. This began in the
mid-1990s when Tbilisi joined the Partnership for Peace programme. Then, in 2004, it
joined IPAP, by means of which NATO monitors Georgia’s progress towards meeting
the minimum requirements for those aspiring to be accepted as members. Among these
requirements are the territorial stability and integrity of the country, as well as
alignment of military resources to Atlantic needs. In 2005, Tbilisi also signed an
agreement with NATO which granted a right of transit across its maritime, land and air
space for allied arms and troops. Much is being done to accelerate Georgia’s entry to
the Atlantic alliance, including the fateful “yes” of the NATO nations to “intensified
dialogue” with the worthy Caucasus republic.
All this makes the strategic importance that the United States and NATO attribute
to Georgia perfectly clear. And above all, it explains how much American support
contributed to Saakashvili’s decision to sternly confront Moscow. This was a choice
that was definitely shared by those in Washington determined to further strain relations
with the Russian colossus; even if in recent times, Bush has been forced to rein in its
Tbilisi protégé, in order not to worsen the crisis with Moscow.
Izvestija, however, was certain that: “In the event of a conflict with Moscow, not
one American soldier would be dispatched to defend Georgia”.31 And the Kremlin
knows this. Even if the big road which connects the airport to the centre of Tbilisi has
been named after George W. Bush, the fact remains that it is Vladimir Vladimirovič
Putin that the Georgians will have to reckon with.
Dov LYNCH, “Why Georgia matters”, Chaillot Paper n° 86, Institute for Security Studies,
European Union, Paris, February 2006.
28 http://state.gov/p/eur/rls/fs/66198.htm
29 http://georgia.usaid.gov/about_georgia/
30 http://georgia.usaid.gov/programs/democracy_and_governance.html
31 Nikolai Zlobin, “Georgia, Russia, The United States”, Izvestija, 1 November 2006.
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In Georgia, the Rose Revolution is Withering
Conversation with Salomé ZOURABICHVILI, former Georgian Minister of
Foreign Affaires and leader of Georgia’s way.

Z

ourabichvili was born in Paris in 1952

by Georgian parents, she later became the French Ambassador to Tbilisi in 2003. After
the “Rose Revolution,” President Saakashvili wanted her at his side and – after she
received her Georgian citizenship – she was nominated to the position of Georgian
Foreign Minister; becoming the first woman in a Caucasus country to be confided with
such a position. She had a short lived political career with the democratic leader
and in October 2005, Zourabichvili stepped down as minister and entered into
Georgian politics, however, with the opposition. She first created a movement that
used her name then the party was recognized and was present during the
administrative elections this past October 5th.
HEARTLAND Is the Roses Revolution over?
ZOURABICHVILI If it’s not over, the Rose Revolution has, certainly, suffered from serious
drawbacks. The construction of a European, truly democratic and modern state – that
was the initial mandate of the Georgian people – is still an unachieved goal that seems
to be forgotten. We have democracy in words, not in deeds: the judiciary system is not
independent, there is no real balance of power, there is political control over the media
and business is not free to operate in a fair environment.
HEARTLAND How much pro-American is Georgia today?
ZOURABICHVILI Georgia is a friend of America because America has stood behind
Georgia’s newly found independence almost from the beginning and during the past –
and very difficult – fifteen years. This does not mean that Georgia should be, in any
way, exclusively pro-American. The Georgian population today, as shown in the
opinion polls, is as much – if not more – pro-European as they are pro-American.
There is a higher percentage rate for joining the EU than NATO, yet both are receiving
a high amount of support from the Georgian population (more than 80%). The
government is clearly more pro-American because it thinks it can compensate for the
loss of its popularity inside the county by receiving devoted support from outside the
country. They either forget or do not know that after a certain point Americans cannot
support them, especially when the government is no longer striving for democracy and,
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all the while, going against the will of its people.
HEARTLAND Is it true that behind the Tbilisi warmongers there are the advisors of the
State Department?
ZOURABICHVILI I do not think it is true. There has been – since the beginning – within
the staff of the late prime minister, a young American speech writer, who represented
only himself and still works in the Chancery. There used to be a British advisor in the
Georgian Ministry of Defense that helped with the NATO IPAP [Individual
Partnership Action Plan] but she has not been replaced since her departure last year.
Not only are there no foreign advisors that stands behind Tbilisi warmongers, on the
contrary, America’s advice has always been very clear and straight forward that
Washington would not back any military action if Tbilisi was to take that path. The
real risk of military confrontation lies in the escalation between certain circles in
Tbilisi and Moscow, which looks very antagonistic but serves the same purpose: any
war will serve Moscow’s aims by defeating Georgia’s democracy, independence and
putting Georgia back in the direct sphere of Russian interests.
HEARTLAND Why does Georgia want to join NATO and the EU?
ZOURABICHVILI Georgia looks at NATO, the same way it looks at the EU, as a way of
guaranteeing its security. NATO is the best guarantee that Georgia’s independence
will be protected from outside aggression, on the other hand, the EU is the place to be
so that no aggression can happen anymore. This feeling of insecurity is the main
motivation behind Georgia’s candidacy to NATO. Behind Georgia’s candidacy to join
the EU lies a very deeply entrenched conviction in the population that Georgia’s roots,
history, values and culture are European. So Georgians expect – from the EU –
recognition of their European identity. They [Georgians] know the decision to become
an EU member is made by EU members, but the need to recognize their European
identity is something that is non-negotiable.
HEARTLAND Do you think you can manage to unify the country bringing back to it
Abkhazia and South Ossetia, the two separatist regions?
ZOURABICHVILI For Georgia to regain control of separatist territories is a possibility.
This has to be the consequence of a political will and strategy, of Georgian democracy
and of economic development. Georgia has to become a place where the population of
the separatist regions will wish to live because of better living conditions, more
freedom and because it would offer them a European perspective. Separatists should
be a part of a developed Georgia, a nation that would be attractive and not frightening.
A Georgia that would ensure the best conditions of survival for their people, language
and culture.
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HEARTLAND Why did you join the opposition?
ZOURABICHVILI I created a new opposition party called Georgia’s Way that is European,
modern, democratic and, truly, a Georgian way to development. I made that decision
because I came to the conclusion that the existing authorities were no longer striving to
achieve these objectives but were either consolidating their power, refusing to share
power or refusing to create dialogue with the opposition. I made that decision because
of my conviction that the Georgian population has not changed since November 2003
and I stand for the ideals of the Rose Revolution. It [the Rose Revolution] has been
betrayed by those that took power in the name of democracy. If democracy does not
prevail, in Georgia and the Caucasus region, neither will stability nor peace prevail in
that region. If Europe wants to find an alternative way for its energy supplies – and the
Caucasus is that natural alternative – then Europe should take a more direct interest
and a more active one in this region’s democratic development and stability. I think
that Europeans and European business circles should more actively support the
pro-European and pro-democratic parties in that region.
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by Paolo SARTORI

If the secessionist republic – which is in the hands of the Russian mafia – obtains
independence, it could build on the past similar aspirations of Abkhazia, South Ossetia
and Nagorno-Karabakh. However, in Tiraspol, the competition for power burns hot.
Under the attentive eye of Moscow.

1.

O

n July 6th of this year, during a bright and

sunny summer day in the centre of Tiraspol – the capital of the Pridnstrovskaja
Moldovskaja Respublika, which has de facto independence that is not recognized by
the international community as the Trans-Dniester Moldovan Republic1 – came the
explosion of a bomb with an electromagnetic detonator inside a minibus being used for
transport in an urban area. The explosion was extremely violent hurling a tram – which
at the time was travelling through the neighbour – into the buildings near it, breaking
The historical-political evolution has characterized the Transnistrian territory and Moldova
from the beginning of the XX° century however today they are much more complex. The main
stages: 12th of October 1924 - Transnistria was actually a territory of the Ukraine which became
the Moldavian Socialist Soviet Republic (MSSR), with the declared scope to annex Bessarabia in
the future. The capital of the MSSR is Tiraspol; 1940: USSR annexes the Bessarabia constructing
the MSSR; Between 1941 and 1944, the Bessarabia becomes a territory in Romania, which leaves
Transnistria; 1944: the entire territory is re-annexed by the Soviet Union; 31 August 1989 - It
adopted the Romanian language, written in Latin characters, becoming the official language;
March 1990 – Victory for the Popular Front – a coalition close to Romania – they then adopt a new
state flag much similar to that of Romania’s; 23rd of June 1990 - Declaration of self-determination
and the supremacy of legislation in Moldova regarding the Soviet Union; 27th of August 1990 Declaration of independence of the Moldova; 2nd of September 1991 - Proclamation in Tiraspol by
the Moldova Republic of Transnistria, with adhesion to the USSR; Autumn 1991 - Beginning of the
conflict between the Civil Guard of Transnistria supported by the 14th Operation Group. The
Transnistria, then a part of the Moldova Republic, occupies the bank to the east of the river Nistru
(Dnestr in the Russian language) that goes for approximately 816 km. With 4,136 squared
kilometres of surface, it represents about 11% of the entire national territory of Moldova, where
approximately 554,000 people live (of which approximately 300,000 have Moldavian citizenship
and 100,000 with Russian citizenship). The Transnistria claims to be sovereign from Moldova,
which causes a very violent armed conflict that continued from 1991-92. It caused nearly the death
of a thousand men, a great part of which came from the civil population. This territory currently is
governed by men of Russian origin, nearly all are former members of the KGB - first of all, like
Igor Smirnov – who has adopted the old Soviet system like those within the
political-administrative. Generally, the motivations of the conflict come back to the issues of the
ethnic-political character – represented by fear – of the population that has Russian and
Ukrainian origins. The triggering cause of the civil war is truly geopolitical in nature. The
conflict has been in fact tacitly justified by "necessity," from the Russian side, to maintain political
control of the Republic of Moldova and remaining an outpost near the European Union and NATO.
1
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traffic lights, destroying telephone lines and knocking out the electrical system for the
entire neighbourhood. The attack caused the death of eight people and injured thirty
passengers. Among them were two Russian soldiers stationed in Transnistria
belonging to the 14th Operative Group. Armed, the united ex-soviet military, today
arranges Russian exercises – that at the beginning of the ‘90’s – was commanded by
General Aleksandr Lebed, who participated actively in the civil war that burst on to
the shore of the Dniester, which ended creating a de facto division in the territory of
Moldova and gave birth to a separatist Transnistrian régime.
In consideration for the gravity of the attack, the first reaction of the régime was to
ask for aid from its Russian friends, in particular, to ask for help from the
anti-terrorism experts of the Federalnaja Sluzhba Besopasnoti or the Federal Security
Service of the Russian Federation (FSB), the secret service that, in the epoch of
post-sovietism, has taken responsibility and inherited the KGB. They were sent
immediately from Moscow to a small Transnistrian enclave to coordinate
investigations, for about a month, in total discretion. The men from Moscow examined
their findings and probed all of the hypothetical investigative trails. One of the things
that links them all is the propaganda of the régime led by the separatist president Igor
Smirnov and lists the secret services of the Republic of Moldova as “public enemy
number one,” also known as the Serviciul de Informatii si Securitate, even without
coming to a concrete conclusion.
On Sunday, the 13th of August, always in the centre of the Transnistrian
capital, one or two individuals – the recounted testimonies differ – placed inside a
public tram on the B-2 Line three RGD-5 model grenades (Russian made). Only one
of them exploded; causing the death of a fifty year old man, a six year old baby girl
and wounded ten others in the attack.
The aggressiveness of the situation and the close proximity of these two events
for the political future of the de facto régime – the referendum for the independence of
Transnistria is planned for September 17th, 2006 followed by presidential elections,
forecasts for the following 10th of December – they [FSB experts] advised Moscow to
send other FSB experts to Transnistria to join the others that are already at work in
Tiraspol, while categorically rejecting any form of help from other countries.
Despite their findings, nothing concrete has emerged from the investigations on
the first attack, which took place on July 6th. Now concerning the second terrorist
attack, the pool of judges in Transnistria announced October 6th that they have found
an individual who was responsible, 49 year old Sergej Kapustin. Kapustin originates
from the Transnistrian city, Slobozia. Nothing, until now, has leaked about the
motivations that would have driven the presumed individual to commit such an action,
further, there was no claim from any extremist movement in relation to the two attacks,
so it does not seem that they [the scientific police] have gathered substantial evidence
that correlates.
The two terrorist attacks – not including the previous civil war from 1991 to 1992
– has immediately provoked the worsening of the control measures and preventions in
all the secessionist region, with more random searches and restrictions to the already
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strict norms that regulate the entry into Transnistria (today, the few western foreigners
authorized to enter for tourism cannot stay, even under normal conditions, for more
that three hours).
2. The more penetrating political analysis on Transnistria show that the two attackers
re-entered the country in a complex political fashion, probably contrived and put into
action from the political formation, Obnovleniye (Renewal), since the recent
constitution, which makes reference to the pro-Russian entrepreneurs that have
emerged in the separatist region in the last few years2. Also while being openly hostile
to the reigning “president” of Transnistria, Igor Smirnov, – not just when he had come
to form a part of the Transnistrian Supreme Soviet – Obnovleniye has obtained the
resignation of the Minister of Justice, Viktor Balala, a man close to Smirnov. The
strategy of tension that would come from this political group would destabilize the
region, first by weakening and delegitimizing the Minister of National Security,
Vladimir Antufeev, who was the powerful ex-Director of the KGB3. This man, since
the beginning of ‘90’s, when he arrived Transnistria, has had a fundamental role in
guaranteeing the stability of power for Smirnov, in particularly creating the Guards of
the Frontier, which are the foundations of security for the separatist territory; moreover,
he has been the craftsman of the arrest of members of the "Ilascu group,"4 two of
which, Andrei Ivantoc and Tudor Petrov – were accused of acts of terrorism in the
final phases of the conflict in mid-1992 – they are still kept in Transnistrian prisons.
Currently, of the 43 members of the Supreme Soviet of Transnistria, there are 23 that are
businessmen. Six political parties have appeared in Transnistria in the course of 2006.
Obnovleniye is a pro-Smirnov Respublika; the Democratic Liberal Party of Transnistria; the
Narodnaja Volya Pridnestrivya Party (the Will of the People’s Party of Transnistria), which is
pro-Russian, presided over by Oleg Gudymo, President of the Permanent Committee of the
Supreme Soviet for Security, Defence and Peacekeeping; the Patriotic Party of Transnistria,
presided over by the youngest son of Smirnov, Oleg; the Popular Democratic Proryv Party (Rubble),
founded on the base of a homonymous juvenile movement of extreme nationalists managed by
Dmitrij Soin, Director of the National Strategy Institute, which is an important network of
intelligence gathering and the founder of an extremist group of pro-Russian nationalists based in
Tiraspol, called the Russian Hymn. Second, there is a paramilitary unit and this organization –
from the public perspective called the Transnistrian Courier – is engaged actively in bolshevist
propaganda and an ideology connected with the hatred of ethnic groups and is very nationalistic –
it is accused of having participated in the homicides of several people with political backgrounds.
For these reasons, let alone with the accusation of having assassinated two people in Tiraspol, in
1995, the Attorney General's Office of the Republic of Moldova opened an investigation on Dmitrij
Soin, including Vladimir Antufeev, who is accused of covering up for Soin.
3 Vladimir (Vadim) Georgievic Antufeev, former General of the KGB, was born in Novosibirsk
(formerly the USSR) on the 19th of February 1951. He uses a Russian passport. Actually, he is
identified as Vladimir Georgievic Sevcov. The judicial authority of Latvia has emitted an
international arrest warrant for him –penal code n. 812095596 – for multiple murders and having
caused an armed uprising against the powers of the State. Antufeev was head of a Soviet unit that
was stationed in Riga.
4 The most important element of the group, Ilie Ilascu, is a current senator in Romania, who is a
member of the Partidul Rumania Mare (Party of the Great Romania) and has been captive in a jail
in Transnistria for ten years with a life sentence. He was free for some years yet he never
stopped the illicit traffic-kicking and crimes by the separatist leadership in Tiraspol.
2
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From 1992, Antufeev has remained the head of the ill-famed MGB (the Ministry
for the Security of the State)5 and he is considered the brains behind the system of
arms production in Transnistria. The illegal international traffic-kicking that derives
from and managed from Tiraspol – in connection with trans-national organized crime
– makes this separatist territory the focal point of potentially dangerous instabilities in
the world, even more if one considers the fact that it is approximately 150 kilometres
from what – on January 1, 2007 – will be the newly integrated Romania in our EU
community. It will orientate Transnistria near the confines of the European Union.
At least 13 industrial units of Transnistria, under the cover of ordinary productive
activities, constantly are used for the fabrication of arms,6 in some cases they are
assembled abroad and illegally sold to mafia organizations and terrorist movements,
let alone to countries that, for necessity or strategic reasons, supply the black market.
Moreover, in the past few years, elements have been collected that could prove the
presence of non-conventional weapons in Transnistria, and prove that these weapons
have been sold to international terrorist groups and organized crime.
The Smirnov family7, Vladimir Antufeev and their entourage are accused of giving
protection to criminals of every type, who have found shelter and alliances in
Transnistria. They have strengthened their relationship, in particularly, with the
Russian mafia organization, Solncevo,8 for whom they supply cover and protection in
It is composed of 400 officials, nearly all coming from the Soviet KGB and has approximately
1,500 agents, including numerous foreign collaborators and informants. It has light weapons,
anti-riot gear and grenade launchers. It has an annual budget of 40 million dollars and it has the
possibility to manage special operations without having to show for it in the budget, not even to
President Smirnov.
6 To note Pribor industries, which acts as the official cover of factories for household electronics;
the industrial complex Electromash officially takes care of the fabrication of batteries for systems
for solar energy; the Metalorucav, situated in Tiraspol, operates with the cover of productive unit
for equipment electrical workers; and still Kirov works with electrical appliances and the
metallurgical and hydraulic industrial complexes in Rybnita. The range of which there is illegally
activity in these industrial complexes varies: they produce series of fine-rocket launcher and
assemble Zil 131 and Ural 365 vehicles, which they export to Abkhazia. They also produce portable
grenade launchers, SPG-9 tank destroyers, 82 and 120 mm mines, Katran model 50mm mortars.
Moreover, they manufacture 9mm MP model guns, 7.62 mm TT, 5.45mm PSMs, AK-47s 7.62mm
and 5.45mm, 9mm Tommy guns, SPG-7 Tank Destroyer grenade launchers, Pcela and Gnom
grenade launcher models, Vasilioc mortars (which have been found in the possession of rebellious
Chechnya), furnished Duga model missile launchers, NPGM-40 model grenade launcher applied
on AK-74s, 82mm mortars, anti-personnel PND mines in wooden coverings, 40mm GP-15 grenade
nozzles.
7 He is a father, son of Vladimir, President of Customs, currently a member of the Supreme,
manages the Gasprombank of Tiraspol, President of the Patriotic Party of Transnistria (PPP) and
is a holder of a number of companies in Moscow.
8 That is the Brigade of the Sun, one of the main and one of the most powerful organizations
within the Russian mafia. From Moscow – using the Transnistrian situation – they divided into
two groups called Transdnjestr-Solncevo, which guarantees the possibility to operate in broad
daylight – they work in correlation with other countries of the former Soviet block, particularly
with those in the Balkan area. As far as its activities and connections in Italy, the Solncevo
Brigade was investigated by Operation Checkmate, which was coordinated by the Anti-Mafia
division and conducted by the Central Operative Service of the Police of State from the
Criminalpol of Lazio and by teams in Rome and Trento. The investigation reached its height in
5
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Tiraspol; in fact, they work together in performing illicit activities, in particularly
those connected to the traffic-kicking of arms, materials, military equipment, narcotics
etc., operating through the only Transnistrian society – called Sheriff – which
authorizes them by a presidential decree to trade with other countries in exemption of
taxes and customs. Always under their direct control is – even if pertaining to the 14th
Operative Group – the military warehouse of Colbasna, which is near Rybnita in the
north of Transnistria. It is situated on approximately 132 hectares, where they have
stowed for some years now, approximately 42,000 tons of arms, ammunitions and
former-Soviet war materials. Actually, there remained about 20,000 arms – even after
the Russian military returned home9 – that was stolen and sold illicitly in various parts
of the world. The NATO Secretary General, Jaap de Hoop Scheffer, at the end of
October, went to Moscow in order to discuss the problem and to request, urgently, the
transfer of the war material still stowed in Transnistria to the Russian Federation.
This centralization of power has provoked much hostility against Antufeev.
Recently, there has been a remarkable political resistance that has manifested against
the power of the former director of the KGB – a few years ago this would have been
unimaginable. In particular, the President of the Transnistrian Supreme Soviet,
Yevgeny Shevchuk, aroused a fuss on September 27th when he asked the permanent
Committee for the Supreme Soviet for Defence, Security and Peacekeeping to prepare,
in one months time and in collaboration with the MGB, to report on all activities.
The President of the Supreme Soviet has missed the fact, however, that, since its
creation, the Ministry for the Security of the State of Transnistria has never produced a
budget or a report on its past activities. It is obvious that Shevchuk could not have
conceived such a move without determined guarantees and the unconditional support
from supporters of a certain ‘renewal,’ even if there is the continuity of a precise
geopolitical reason, which remains under the umbrella and the protection of
"motherland" Russia. He wants to clear up some considerable factors of political
fossilization, economic stagnation and the inability to make headway because of the
manifested recession due to the introduction of the new customs tax by the Moldova
Republic and the Ukraine after the start of Eubam10 and their substitution of means
March 1997 with the arrest - at Madonna di Campiglio, Rome and in other parts of the country - of
numerous members of this criminal organization.
9 When OSCE was in Istanbul, in November 1999, it established the removal and complete
destruction – by the end of 2001 – of armaments under the CFE Treaty and the total withdrawal of
Russian troops from the Moldova Republic by the end of 2002: none of these have been fulfilled.
10 The new customs regulation – passed the 3rd of March 2006 - states that there cannot be
anymore Transnistrian recognizable custom seals on goods coming from the Transnistria and
exported to foreign countries, in particularly to the Ukraine, the ports of Odessa, Illichivsk and the
rest of the world. The direct and immediate consequences of such a decision have been that, from
not only being able to export their own products, the registered groups in Transnistria have had
the ability to register also in the Moldova Republic. Today, approximately 230 Transnistrian
groups have been recorded in Chişinau, 107 are permanent bases, which is about a 90% increase in
exports from Transnistria. The Transnistrian leader, President Smirnov, in a press conference on
the 31st of August said that the decision has ended the loss of over 267 million dollars in the
separatist regions. In a sign of retaliation, Russia decided to suspend the import of Moldavian
wine, causing an economic crisis for wine makers, whose products were destined, at the time, to
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that are still agreeable to Moscow, but at the same time, are more dynamic in the
development of new initiatives in field of industrialization and trade.
3. Also one can see the results of referendum on the 17th of September, which is not
recognized by the international community but organized under Russian protection11
and one knows the Transnistrian population’s opinion on possible solutions of
"frozen" conflict with Moldova, since the presidential elections are on December 10th
2006. It was handled the same way during the sixth referendum that was organized in
Transnistria in 1990, none of which were ever recognized by the international
community with the only exception being Russia.
The separatist régime presented the fundamental foundation for the road leading to
the independence of Transnistria, which lies in the permanent sphere of Russian
influence. This referendum was carried out in a climate of the strictest measures for
security; it was tied to governmental dispositions in favour of more ample voting
participation. It was carried out in perfect Soviet-style: buses and the majority of
public transportation was free, there was the closing of all public offices and markets,
while there was the distribution of warm meals, food and drinks near most of the 262
electoral seats up for election, 52 of which were located in Tiraspol.
The amount of participation in the election – based on the data supplied by the
President of the Central Electoral Commission in Transnistria, Piotr Denisenko –
stated that, approximately, 306,000 people participated, which is 78.6 % of 389,000
people that have the right to vote. The two questions, for which the inhabitants of
Transnistria had been called, were to express their opinion: "Do you think it is possible
to safeguard the way towards international acknowledgment of the Trans-Dniester
Moldovan Republic and its freedom from the successive adhesion of the Russian
Federation?" and "Do you think it is possible to announce the independence of the
Trans-Dniester Moldovan Republic with the consequential annexation from the
Republic of Moldova?"
To the first question 2.3% voted ‘No’. To the second question they voted ‘No’ by
94.6%, with 2% of the ballots left blank.
The crushing majority voted in favour of integration with the Russian Federation,
the great Russian market. As a result, the presidents from the Ukraine and Moldova demanded
jointly on the 30th of November 2005 to the European Union Border Assistance Mission to Moldova
and the Ukraine (Eubam). Directed by the General of the Hungarian Police Force, Ferenc Banfi,
and Director of the Seci Centre in Bucharest, the EU has a centre in Odessa and has seven
territorial offices, three of which are in the territory of Moldova. Its job was to review the activities
of the abilities of the police on the borders and the custom agents of the Ukraine and the Republic
of Moldova, raise the standards and the operating procedures of those countries to the standards
followed by the EU. The Eubam staff is also authorized to carry out operations beyond it
Ukrainian/Moldavian border by 1220 km, 470 of which are placed on a segment of Transnistrian
controlled territory.
11 According to a released public declaration by the "Minister of Industry" of Transnistria, the
referendum on the 17th of September was financed by the Russian Federation with the concession
of a 150 million dollar credit (Daily Romeno Ziua, 2/8/2006, pg.7)
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in spite of the fact that it could bring consequences but not immediately.12 However, it
has given the cue to the leadership of Tiraspol – and the most important thing for
President Smirnov – to resolve the political ambitions of the supporters that confront
the Republic of Moldova. Foreign analysis of the referendum’s geopolitical
consequences points to the fact that "the results of the referendum are, overall, a
reaction by the people because of threats, an economic blockade and the continual
struggle with the international community that subdues the Transnistrian people."
The "syndrome from encirclement" seems more and more to characterize the
frantic geopolitical design that the Transnistrian régime keeps pushing ahead for in the
recent months. It [the Transnistrian régime] is searching for a way to escape from the
isolationism and from the economic crisis that is gripping it. It has forged ahead
forcing the Russian Federation to take the road of formal acknowledgment, while
finding some unexpected doors open. 13 On the military side of things, instead,
Smirnov has asked for a particular amount of soldiers from Moscow and he has also
asked for a peacekeeping force.14 Beyond that, there appears to be a meaningful
search underway to find consensus and to form alliances by those régimes that –
because of their shared nature as “not being recognized as a state entity," examples
being Abkhazia and South Ossetia.
The same "Minister of Foreign Affairs" of Transnistria, Valery Litskai, in an interview, n.38 in
2006, in the Russian review, Vlast, he emphasized how, in spite of the obvious outcome of the
referendum, that it is incorrect to raise the issue of the incorporation of Transnistria into the
Russian Federation, also because it would be necessary to have the consent of the Russians, that –
even now – has not happened: "For this, it would be necessary to organize a referendum in Russia
and in Transnistria, but it is practically delirious to imagine that Russia would organize a
referendum on the annexation of Transnistria." Such declarations have raised fiery controversies
within the Transnistrian Supreme Soviet, which could be perceived as a road block on the way to
Moscow.
13 On September 20th, upon request of the political party Rodina, Sergej Baburin, Vice President
of the Duma of the Russian Federation and the President of the same Duma, Boris Gryzlov, gave a
positive opinion on the request for the official visit of President Putin, who supports the
acknowledgment of Transnistria. This request was supported also by the Liberal Democratic Party
of Russia and its leader Vladimir Žirinovskij, who proposed to open a Russian consulate in
Tiraspol.
14 Actually the operating peacekeeping force in Transnistria is commanded by Russian Colonel
Anatoly Zverev. The peacekeeping force is composed of 1,205 men, a third party is Russian,
making up two battalions. The contingent, on October 12th, received a visit from the Vice Minister
of Foreign Affairs for the Russian Federation, Grigory Karasin. The armed forces and the
paramilitary ones of Transnistria are composed of approximately 16,000 soldiers, divided into four
brigades of motorized infantry in Tiraspol, Bendery, Rybnita and Dubassary, who are equipped
with advanced technology. They have the control of 18 tanks, 107 armoured carriers, 73 guns, 46
anti-aircraft installations and 173 units of tank destroyers. The air force is composed of 9 Mi-8T
helicopters, 6 Mi-24 helicopters, 2 Mi-2 helicopters and airplane models An-2, An-26 and Yak-18.
The armed forces of the Moldova Republic, instead, are composed of approximately 6,800 men, 3
brigades of motorized infantry, 1 brigade of artillery, 1 brigade of anti-aircraft defences, 1 mixed
brigade of aviators, a regiment for logistics, a battalion from intelligence and 3 strike battalions.
Also, the Republic of Moldova has armed police officers. Together they have approximately 11,000
soldiers, police and on the border approximately 7,000 soldiers. The crews are equipped with 229
average battleships, 226 range artillery, approximately 30 Mi-8 helicopters and 5 old Vilga-35
airplanes (Polish built).
12
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4. It is this last aspect that arouses worry in several countries like Moldova and
Georgia, who are very interested in the development of these events. There is also fear
in Azerbaijan that the Nagorno-Karabakh can also lean in that direction. Already,
during the conflict in Abkhazia from 1992 to 1993, the régime in Tiraspol has sent – to
support of the secessionists – the assault groups Tdes and Delfin, which are both a part
of the Dniester battalion of the Ministry of the Interior. In 1994, Transnistria, South
Ossetia, Abkhazia and Nagorno-Karabakh have been associated in a finalized
agreement to coordinate their own political initiatives, with provisions of mutual
assistance in several sectors, in particularly with military assistance during situations
of armed conflict. In 2000, there was a conference between the "Ministers of Foreign
Relations" of Transnistria, Abkhazia, South Ossetia and Nagorno-Karabakh to give
more vigour to the agreements of 1994, which had remained substantially lacking in
application. Afterwards, Nagorno-Karabakh was protected silently, since there was
more and more pressing influence from Russia on the politics of the separatist
Caucasus enclaves, which were not in tune with the position of Armenia, who was the
supporter of the local, autonomously proclaimed régime.
In June 2005, about two thousand "volunteers" came from Transnistria and
Abkhazia through the Russian territory of South Ossetia, in order to give assistance to
the separatist régime that was conflicting with Georgia.
From then, there were various agreements of cooperation at the bilateral or the
trilateral level between these autonomously proclaimed republics. The last agreement
was signed at the end of July by the Minister of the Economy of Transnistria, Yelena
Chernenko, and by the Vice Prime Minister of Abkhazia, Aleksandr Stranichkin.
The agreement previews initiatives of cooperation of a social-economic nature,
involving mainly industries, tourism, pharmaceuticals and not excluding the education
and commerce sectors, which established one especially privileged bilateral régime.
Going further, it [the agreement] started an exchange of information regarding projects
that were implemented jointly with the Russian Federation.
Yet the most meaningful part of the agreement from a political perspective is –
without a doubt – the creation of the "Parliamentary Assembly of the Non-Recognized
States." The agreement was signed September 29th in Sukhumi, which is the capital of
Abkhazia, by three speakers of the assemblies from Transnistria (Evgheny Shevchuk),
Abkhazia (Nugzar Ashuba) and South Ossetia (Tarzan Koikota). The agreement
established that the seat of the new organism would be situated in Moscow. The
Assembly will be presided, which will rotate each year, by the presidents of the
assemblies of the three separatist republics, which will be reviewed at least twice a
year in Moscow. The first, recently, adopted concrete measure was to create a
communal peacekeeping force.
These aggressive acts that – with the consent of Moscow – characterize the foreign
politics of the autonomously proclaimed territories and those of the non-recognized
secessionist republics that have provoked more stiff initiatives that have escalated
tensions and have further destabilized the area. While commenting on the outcome of
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the referendum in Transnistria and the similar one taking place in South Ossetia on
November 12th, the Chairman of the Organization for Security and Co-operation in
Europe (OSCE), Karel de Gucht, the Belgian Minister of Foreign Affairs, declared that
none of the two separatist territories – including Abkhazia – can boast the necessary
requirements in order to demand independence. While the Minister of Foreign Affairs
for the Russian Federation, Sergej Lavrov, was taking part the 61st session of the
United Nations General Assembly, he stated that is was "counter productive" to
discuss the "frozen conflicts" in a forum – the United Nations, for example – where
Transnistria, Abkhazia, South Ossetia and Nagorno-Karabahk were not represented.15
For this reason, the relevance of an imminent announcement of independence for
Kosovo is accompanied by a chain reaction that would compromise the attempt to find
a solution to the "frozen conflicts" of the post-Soviet territories, which could guarantee
the territorial integrity of the Republic of Moldova, Georgia and Azerbaijan. All of
these worries are the work of, in the course of the United Nations General Assembly,
the Ukrainian Minister of Foreign Affairs, Borys Tarasyuk, who stated the dangers that
the "independence of Kosovo – If looked at in direct correlation with the situations of
the separatist Caucasus republics – can represent a possible model for the separatist
régimes and for those supporting them.”16 The President of Russia, Vladimir Putin,
instead, affirmed the official position of Moscow by supporting the territorial integrity
of the former-Soviet country, emphasizing “the right for people to have
self-determination” and it is this reason for which we must search for a proper solution.
Sure, we will follow all previous international events carefully, including Kosovo."17
Clearly, the position of the United States – which favours the independence of
Kosovo, let alone considering the geopolitical significance of the Black Sea and the
Caucasus in global terms – is a large part of their alliance, which tries to prevent the
collapse of the former-Soviet area.
5. In the meantime, they continue initiatives to reach a solution to the Transnistrian
conflict. The negotiations – that were abruptly interrupted in March by the leadership
of Tiraspol, still tried to enter into a customs agreement presented by the Ukraine and
the Moldova Republic – were timidly resumed October 17th in Odessa, in a 3 + 2
format. Those present were negotiators from Russia, the Ukraine, OSCE and observers
from the EU and the United States. The representatives of the parties that participated
in the conflict were present separately, all of which were expressing contrasting
positions: Valery Litskay, the "Minister of Foreign Affairs" for Trasnistrian, has
agreed to participate in the resumption of negotiations for a common agreement on a
transit protocol that would allow registered groups in Transnistria to export their own
goods without the interference of Moldavian customs that Tiraspol has come to define
The proposal to discuss, at the seat of the UN, the problem of the “frozen conflicts” was
formulated by Guam and an organization that represented Georgia, the Ukraine, Azerbaijan and
Moldova.
16 Publishing Agency from the Ukraine Interfax, 22.9.2006.
17 Publishing Agency for the Republic of Moldova Infotag, 25.10.2006.
15
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as a true “economic embargo." This request was absolutely unacceptable for Moldova,
which confirmed sending the negotiator from Chişinau, the Minister for Reintegration,
Vasile Sova.
These interruptions have affected the electoral campaigns for the presidential
elections for Transnistria on December 10th. Right now, in fact, they have announced
alternative candidates – not just old facades, like in the past – like Igor Smirnov. For
example, there is Andrey Safonov, who represents the opposition, is the publisher of
the daily paper, Novaia Gazeta, founder of the official press agency of the Transnistria
Olvia Press and who is the former Minister of Education, Sciences and Culture: this is
absolutely new. Yet there is one that should be feared, the President of the Supreme
Soviet, Evgheny Shevchuk, who is an important element of Obnovleniye. His
candidature could dim the plebiscite that, for the past fifteen years, has constantly
accompanied the proclamation of Igor Smirnov and the presidency of the Transnistria.
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by Barry RUBIN

The failure of pan-Arab nationalism leaves the floor open to Islamic fanaticism that
shares violent anti-Western rhetoric. The Lebanese conflict is evidence of a new
general Jihadist axis driven by Iran. The variation of Muslim Brotherhoods.

1.

T

he Middle East is unlike anywhere else.

Different rules apply there. This is why the region has proven so intractable to reform,
to have democracy and peace or to resolving problems. By the same token, these
factors have made it so violent, unstable and the locale of so many crises.
The critical underlying issue is the debate over how to explain why the Arab states
and Iran are far less developed than the West. The effective approach — one adopted
pretty much everywhere else in the world — is to say that what is needed is hard work,
good organization, peace, democracy, spending on infrastructure and education, citizen
rights, equality for women, free enterprise with reasonable state supervision and so on.
This is the successful path taken by Japan, South Korea, Singapore and many other
countries.
However the overwhelmingly dominant response in the Middle East has been to
argue that the reason for strategic weakness and economic backwardness is mainly
external, due to Western imperialism and the existence of Israel. Two authoritarian
ideologies — Arab nationalism and Islamism — claim they will win this struggle by
mobilizing their societies for the battle. This approach justifies war, high military
spending, a closed society with few individual rights, statist economies, support for
terrorism and other things that only widen the very gap they are supposed to mend and
bring much suffering.
One of the most remarkable features of this pattern of Arab politics is that the
régimes in power today are almost all — except for Iraq — the same as those in the
1970’s. Almost all of them are dictatorships. Their survival is not a result of success;
but an outcome that emerged in spite of their failures. Poor performance is covered up
by the excuse of foreign enemies; the demand for freedom is countered by the
requirements of fighting this war or by branding them as the sabotage of Western
puppets.
Instead of seeking practical results by social, economic and political progress —
that would give an advantage to liberal reformers — the constant search has been for
some heroic force that will win the hard and costly struggle to destroy Israel, expel
Western influence, unite the Arab (or Muslim) world and rapidly transform their
societies into utopias enjoying both material advantages and spiritual exaltation. Such
radical rejectionism has long dominated in the Middle East, in both politics and
intellectual life.
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Since the 1950’s, there has been a series of candidate-heroes, who each had their
turn on the stage, basking in the masses’ cheers, until their failures provoked
disappointment, but not disillusion, with the whole concept. At first, they were
nationalists: Gamal Abdel Nasser, Hafiz al-Asad, Yasir Arafat and Saddam Hussein,
the respective leaders of Egypt, Syria, the PLO and Iraq. Yet this line ended with
Hussein’s defeat in Kuwait in 1991 and, certainly, with his overthrow by the
Americans in 2003.
Increasingly, hopes turned to radical Islamists, who launched bloody and
destructive, yet failed, revolutions in Egypt and Algeria. Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini,
who led the Iranian revolution in 1979, first appeared as the Islamist equivalent of
Vladimir Lenin. For a while, Osama bin Ladin was the darling but now he is “out,”
and Hezbollah and Hamas are “in.”
2. The fighting in Lebanon marks a new era in the region, one already visible in
trends beforehand. The new candidates for regional power are the members of a
four-part alliance, consisting of Iran, Syria, Hezbollah and Hamas. It is a most curious
alignment, consisting of a Persian Shia state, an Arab state ruled by non-Muslim
(Alawite) radical nationalists, a Shia Arab Islamist movement and a Sunni Arab
Islamist one. What brings this quartet together, however, are common interests,
worldview and goals.
The ideology, actually, is shared by Iran, Hezbollah and Hamas. Syria is motivated
by more mundane régime interests. Damascus has no other ally but Tehran, which has
long supplied it with low-cost oil as well. Iran and Syria support the same forces in
Lebanon — which, in turn, back Syrian hegemony over that country — and among the
Palestinians. They are both very anti-American and oppose any Arab-Israeli peace.
The two support different sides in Iraq but this has caused no trouble between them.
By joining an “Islamist” alliance, the Syrian government also ingratiates itself with the
very group that is its biggest domestic threat thus defusing it, at least, for a while.
For the other three, however, there is a common outlook, which brings them even
more tightly together. The fact that Iran is the main source of funding for Hamas and
Hezbollah contributes to this closeness. They also share a common ideology, which
parallels rather closely that of Osama bin Ladin though they differ greatly from him in
tactical terms. This trio’s world view is not only extremist; it crosses the line into being
crackpot, making it all the more dangerous.
According to their ideology, America and the West seek to dominate the world and
destroy Islam. God wants the properly minded Muslims to destroy this abomination, a
victory which would bring heaven on earth. Islam, as presently practiced by most
Muslims, is wrong, if not heretical; all rulers of Muslim states are illegitimate. A
regional, even global, revolution is needed to enshrine a strict version of Islam as the
ruler of society over Muslims and perhaps everyone.
Along with this vision comes a strategy. If Muslims are willing to risk or embrace
martyrdom in an all-out war, they will no doubt emerge victorious. The reason for past
defeats and present weakness is not the balance of forces or the imbalance of
technology but merely cowardice on the part of the masses and treason on the part of
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the leaders. U.S. power is merely a paper tiger whose nature will be clearly seen if it is
only challenged. The same applies to Israel.
The attacks from Lebanon, then, are meant as a practical demonstration that the
Islamists’ weapons and determination can inflict a defeat on Israel. The destruction
wrought on Lebanon as a result is either a matter of indifference or merely used to
furnish additional proof of Israel’s evil nature.
The key factor, in this alliance, is Iran. Currently, Iran is under an extreme
president who follows an adventurous policy, but his colleagues are not more moderate
— just more cautious.
Tehran’s emergence is remarkable. For the first time in modern history, significant
Arab forces are being directed by non-Arab Persians, while Sunni groups — notably
Palestinian Hamas and Islamic Jihad, while others are increasingly attracted to
Tehran’s gravitational pull — are flocking to the banner of a Shia ruler. Iran has also
developed considerable assets among the Shia majority in Iraq.
3. In part, this new Iranian role is made possible by another amazing development:
for the first time in a half-century, no Arab leader or country has any influence outside
his own borders. For a half-century, there was a battle for leadership of the Arab world,
with Egypt, Syria, Iraq being the main contenders and Libya providing comic relief.
During the presidency of Gamal Abdel Nasser (who died in 1970), Egypt largely did
fulfill such a role.
Yet Nasser’s successor, Anwar Sadat, found this ambition too costly and
unrewarding for Egypt. When Egypt made peace with Israel, the Arab League
boycotted it and Cairo’s leadership pretensions steadily declined. Iraq made the
strongest bid to play that role, conducting both the 1980-1988 Iran-Iraq war and the
1990-1991 invasion of Kuwait in that context. However Saddam Hussein’s defeat in
the latter conflict punctured his claim. The Soviet Union’s collapse pulled the rug out
from under the radical Arab states. Saudi Arabia’s money bought it influence but
leadership was far beyond its capabilities.
During the second half of the twentieth century, however, Arab states frequently
sponsored revolutionary and terrorist groups against each other. Egypt invaded Yemen,
Syria took over Lebanon and Iraq tried to annex Kuwait. Yasir Arafat’s PLO was, at
times, a client of Egypt, Syria and Iraq. Within that organization, many of the member
groups were sponsored by an Arab state. For example, al-Saiqa was Syrian-backed and
the Arab Liberation Front answered to Baghdad.
Now, however, matters are quite different. Iraq is trying to put itself together but
its Kurdish and Shia majority has even renounced the idea that Iraq is an Arab state.
Egypt is about to undergo a leadership transition and Syria, whose young inept ruler,
Bashar al-Asad, does not measure up to his father, Hafiz, and he is a client of Tehran.
No Arab ruler has had any real influence over the Palestinians, Lebanon, the U.S.
overthrow of Saddam Hussein and Iraq, since then or just about anywhere else.
That is why the leaders of Egypt, Jordan, Iraq, Lebanon and, even, Saudi Arabia
are so worried about the turn events are taking. A powerful Iran, Syria and a growing
radical Islamist movement wants to wage war on Israel and America, threaten them
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directly — through revolutionary efforts and terrorism at home — and indirectly by
stirring up regional instability.
Yet with portions of their citizens wildly applauding the new heroes, these régimes
are not going to go too far in combating them, at least not outside their own borders.
On the contrary, they reinforce many of the radicals’ propaganda themes, in effect,
worsening the situation even further.
As to the Palestinians, they are increasingly radicalized, rejecting any possible
peaceful solution with Israel and following an extremist Islamist leadership. Believing
total victory possible — and not even distant — Hamas is preparing for decades of
warfare. Thus, any serious peace process now appears years from even beginning.
Apart from Egypt and Jordan, that will likely maintain their peace with Israel, the
situation is largely similar on the regional level, since Arab states still find the Israeli
issue very useful as a tool for régime maintenance. In 2001, a year after Israel had
offered the return of the entire Golan Heights for peace, Syria’s vice-president was
asked why the régime did not do more to solve the country’s problems. He answered
that the Arab-Israeli conflict permitted no changes at home. Thus, when Israel
withdrew from the Gaza Strip in 2005, that area was turned into a base for attacking
and firing missiles at it. The same thing took place after the Israeli withdrawal from
Lebanon. The problem is not what was offered but the preference of Syria, Fatah,
Hamas, Iran and Hezbollah for selling their public opinions the perspective of a total
victory and Israel’s extinction.
4. In their anti-Zionist crusade, the Islamists are also somewhat helped by the visible
decline of Arab nationalism, their ideological rival and by the discontent of the masses
with the status quo. The fact that Iran has more powerful weapons and is closing in on
nuclear ones is taken as a sign of their strength, as is the growth of Muslim populations
in Europe and the West.
Especially important in the new impetus for radical Islamism is the growth of the
Muslim Brotherhoods, still another political force which parallels the new alliance
without being part of it, or even indeed of supporting it at all. As strict Sunni Muslims,
the Brotherhoods (except for Hamas, which is the movement’s Palestinian branch), do
not like Iran or have any adulation for Hezbollah. In Egypt, Syria and Jordan they are
heartened by their local movements’ good electoral showings. They are very
enthusiastic about the Sunni Muslim insurgency in Iraq — which, after all, spends its
time killing Shia Muslims.
While two authoritarian doctrines, Arab nationalism and Islamism, fight it out over
power, the pro-democratic, liberal movements are on the contrary miniscule. Part of
the problem is that their two competitors really agree on just about everything except
whether nationalism or Islamism is the superior guide to fighting the battle with the
foreigners. Arab régimes manipulate the masses’ passions to enforce the fairly
incompetent status quo but, in doing so, they fatally reinforce the Islamists’ claims.
Egypt, for example, receives $2 billion a year in U.S. aid, yet the state-controlled
newspapers regularly tell their readers that America is secretly organizing all the
terrorism in Iraq. This propaganda, of course, increases support for the radical Islamist
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insurgency in Iraq as well as radical Islamists, who identify the Egyptian government
as a client of Washington.
All the institutions of the Arab world, with few exceptions, are controlled by the
state: schools, mosques, media and so on. Those not controlled by the Arab nationalist
dictatorships, like professional associations, have been captured by the Islamists. There
is little scope for the reformers to operate, between being shut down and shouted down.
Moreover, the electoral successes of Islamists notably in Palestine, Lebanon and Egypt
are seen as warning that democracy could lead directly to theocracy. As a result, with a
few limited exceptions in places like Kuwait and Bahrain, democratization is pretty
much a dead issue in the Arab-Muslim world.
This mechanism is irrational in terms of achieving peace, better lives and more
individual rights. Yet it makes sense as institutionalized demagoguery, which the
nationalists use to stay in power and Islamists employ to get into power.
5. With Lebanon taken hostage by Hezbollah and Iranian influence growing, the
international community is paralyzed. Europe, Russia and China, among others, do not
want a confrontation. Any real international force in Lebanon would have to block
cross-border attacks on Israel and stop the influx of arms. That would require fighting
Hezbollah, a battle the West is ready or willing to embark in.
This behavior’s impact is the opposite of what the West needs and even most Arab
régimes want. Instead of showing firmness, it sends a message that terrorism works
and recklessness pays. The extremists see this as proving their ideas are right and their
methods work. Millions of Arabs and Muslims believe it. Support for radical Islamists
and recruits for terrorism increase.
Rather than moving towards peace, moderation or democracy, the region is at best
staying in the same rut and, at worst, heading for even more intensive radicalism,
violence and disorder. Doing anything to solve these problems requires understanding
this dreadful situation and how the West is contributing to it.
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by Rajesh BASRUR

As hostility between US and Iran grows, Delhi fronts a choice between its energy
needs and political aspirations. It needs Iran’s oil, but hankers for the dual technology
and political status granted by the US partnership. A direct US-Iran conflict seems
unlikely, but the ghost of sanctions remains.

1.

T

he tension between Iran and the United

States over the former’s nuclear intentions has been a source of considerable
discomfort for Indian policy makers.1 With both countries, India had a less than
comfortable relationship till recently. India and the United States, for long “estranged
democracies,” have displayed over the past decade an unprecedented closeness. 2
Simultaneously, India’s relationship with Iran, for decades distant at best, has come to
show the characteristics of, in the eyes of some, an “axis in the making.”3 Now, with
its new-found friends at loggerheads, India finds itself in a cleft stick. Its response has
been to try and avoid choosing sides, but instead to play a difficult and delicate game
of balancing its interests and relationships with both.
To understand India’s strategic outlook, it is necessary first to recognize the
significance of its emergence as a rising economic and military power. Since the
advent of the new millennium, its gross domestic product has been growing at an
average of about 6%. It now sees on the horizon the prospect of a long-sought status as
a great power. India’s relationship with the United States is critical to its long-term
strategy of gaining a place in the sun with the world’s major powers. As it happens,
this dovetails well with American strategic interests.4 The driving force in many ways
is economics. India wants to invite the maximum investment and trade opportunities,
the US to provide them. But an equally important consideration for both is
political-strategic. India seeks to facilitate its rise to major power status through a
mutually beneficial relationship with the United States. Rather than balancing and
distancing, as was its preferred approach till the 1980s, India now wants to bandwagon
with the US. The latter, anticipating the end of its “unipolar moment,” is in the process
of developing a strategy which will link it with strong democracies, particularly in
On Iran-US tensions, see Kenneth M. POLLACK, The Persian Puzzle: The Conflict between Iran
and America (New York: Random House, 2004); and Mark N. KATZ, “Iran and America: Is
Rapprochement Finally Possible?” Middle East Policy, XII, 4 (Winter 2005), pp. 58-65.
2 Dennis KUX, Estranged Democracies: India and the United States, 1941-1991 (New Delhi,
1

London & Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage, 1994).
3 Harsh V. PANT, “India and Iran: An ‘Axis’ in the Making?” Asian Survey, 44, 3 (May/June 2004),
pp. 369-383.
4 Arvind VIRMANI, “World economy, Geopolitics and global Strategy: Indo-US Relations in the 21st
Century,” Economic and Political Weekly, 4 November, 2006, pp. 4601-4612.
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Asia, which many see as the next hub of global politics.5 Within this larger framework,
both see themselves in partnership against the threat of terrorism and, though neither
will say it officially, against a possible threat from the “next superpower”: China. As
large liberal democracies committed to market economics, they see themselves as
“natural allies.”
But they have yet to realize their potential together. The main obstacle to Indo-US
coziness has been the nuclear issue. For India, its outsider status vis-à-vis the nuclear
nonproliferation regime has been the sticking point, preventing its entry into the big
league. Ideally, Indian leaders would like their country to be recognized as a “nuclear
weapon state,” but they know this is not possible because the Nuclear Nonproliferation
Treaty (NPT) has frozen this category, and to try and amend it is to risk dismantling it.
India wants nothing more than to be acknowledged as a “responsible” nuclear power
and some form of indirect acceptance of its newly acquired nuclear status. The Clinton
Administration, while looking to revamp its policy toward India, had stuck to a
well-worn formula on nonproliferation. The younger Bush changed all that,
recognizing that some way of addressing Indian dissatisfaction with the
nonproliferation regime was a necessary departure. This was not difficult, since Bush
believes that the NPT is not enough: it makes more sense to distinguish between the
good guys (democracies) and the bad guys (non-democracies).6 The Indo-US nuclear
agreement of July 2005 is a way out.
2. With Iran, India has a similar complementarity of interests. India’s appetite for
energy, which it cannot produce in sufficient quantities for itself (it produces only 30%
of its requirement today), is growing rapidly. Iran, with 10% of the world’s oil and half
its gas reserves, is a major source already and could be a much bigger one. The
proposed Iran-Pakistan-India (IPI) gas pipeline would provide long-term energy
security for India. It would also draw India and Pakistan together, diminishing an
enduring rivalry that has been costly for both. Iran desperately needs reliable economic
partners. Despite its shift from revolutionary fervor to pragmatism (notwithstanding
President Ahmadinejad’s abrasive talk), it remains relatively isolated because of its
stand-off with the US. This has caused it to turn away from a long-standing westward
orientation to an effort to develop better relations with Russia, China and India.7
There is another strategic aspect to this relationship as well. India and Iran have an
interest in the stability of Afghanistan as they fear the fallout from the violent Islamic
radicalism there. This has brought them into an adverse relationship with Pakistan.8
Though its development has been slow, India and Iran have also engaged in defense
cooperation, most visibly through joint naval exercises, and there has been some
On the end of the unipolar moment, see Christopher LAYNE, “The Unipolar Illusion Revisited:
The Coming End of the United States’ Unipolar Moment,” International Security, 31, 2 (Fall 2006),
pp. 7–41.
6 Maurizio MARTELLINI and Andrea PLEBANI, “Good Bombs, Bad Bombs,” Heartland, 1 (2006),
pp. 9-14.
7 Sanam VAKIL, “Iran: Balancing East against West,” Washington Quarterly, 29, 4 (Autumn
2006), pp. 51-65.
8 Pant, “India and Iran.” p. 374.
5
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speculation that India might provide Iran with military equipment and receive access
to the port of Bandar Abbas.9
The intensifying tension between the US, the “Great Satan,” and Iran, a key
member of the “axis of evil,” has come at an inopportune moment.10 Already, the US
had made it clear that it was unhappy with the IPI pipeline proposal. As early as May
2003, the imposition of US sanctions on companies doing business with Iran had
forced a UK survey contractor to withdraw, thereby delaying the survey. 11 The
confrontation over Iran’s nuclear program brought things to a head. India had not been
deeply concerned in the past about Iran’s nuclear ambitions. But now it was in an
awkward position. Iran was widely seen – and not by the US alone – as an
irresponsible state that was seeking covert nuclearization in contravention of its legal
commitment under the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty (NPT). As a “responsible”
nuclear power (it was not a signatory to the NPT and had not violated international law
with its 1974 and 1998 tests), India could hardly overlook the Iranian programs’
alleged law-breaking.
The problem was more practical and immediate as well. The Indo-US nuclear
agreement had come up for approval in the American legislature, where questions
were being raised about the deal. There was particular concern about the propriety of
India’s budding relationship with Iran. As Congressman Tom Lantos put it, it was a
matter of “reciprocity,” and “without reciprocity, India will get very little from
Congress.” 12 India was faced with an unavoidable choice when the matter came
before the board of the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). India had to vote,
and it chose to vote – not once, but twice in September 2005 and February 2006 –
against Iran, the second time in favor of a motion to place the matter before the UN
Security Council. As a result, India-Iran cooperation virtually ground to a halt. At
home, there was much criticism of the government for its “betrayal” of the Iranians.13
As one commentator wryly noted, “This is not the first time that the US has told us
that friendship with the US has its price, but this is the first time we have agreed to pay
it.”14
Yet a second look reveals that the Indian reaction was nuanced, and that India did
not entirely line up behind the US. The government was able to defend its position on
the ground that Iran had violated its obligations under the NPT. Prime Minister
Manmohan Singh, leader of the Congress Party-led ruling coalition, went further in
declaring that “it is not in our interest to have another nuclear weapon state in our
neighborhood,” a sentiment matched by the main opposition party, the Bharatiya
Donald L. BERLIN, India-Iran Relations: A Deepening Entente, Asia-Pacific Center for Security
Studies, Honolulu, October 2004, p. 4.
10 Some aspects of India’s problem have been discussed in Rajesh M. BASRUR, “India’s Security
Dilemma,” Heartland, 2(2006), pp. 15-19.
11 Amitav RANJAN, “Iran Pipeline Now Runs into US Sanctions,” Indian Express, 28 May, 2003.
12 Cited in R. RAMACHANDRAN, “Iran Policy Was Key to Nuclear Deal with U.S.,” Hindu, 30
September, 2005.
13 See, for example, Prakash KARAT, “Betrayal on Iran: Costs of India-US Partnership,” Indian
Express, 30 September, 2005. Karat is the General Secretary of the influential Communist Party of
India (Marxist).
14 T. P. SREENIVASAN, “Indian Waltz in Vienna,” Times of India, 6 December, 2005.
9
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Janata Party.15 It is not clear how this would be so, but this was certainly a convenient
argument. Where the political response to Iran’s rule-breaking is concerned, India has
opposed military action and sanctions, favoring instead some sort of negotiated
solution. While attempting a revival of its relationship with Iran, it has categorically
opposed “coercion,” stating that it “does not want confrontation and destabilization.”16
Further, showing that both countries want the relationship to prosper, India and Iran
have sought to leave the uncomfortable episode of the IAEA votes behind and renew
cooperation.17
3. The carefully taken diplomatic stance is all very well, but it begs the question of
what India will do if things get hotter. The most immediate concern is that India might
be pushed into choosing between the US and Iran. The Indo-US nuclear agreement has
been approved by both houses of the American Congress, but is yet to be finalized
jointly. Some of its provisions are problematic for India. The senate’s version of the
bill requires the president to certify that “India is fully and actively participating in
United States and international efforts to dissuade, sanction, and contain Iran for its
nuclear program consistent with United Nations Resolutions.” At the time of writing,
this provision, which is highly contentious in India, is likely to be rejected by Indian
negotiators as opposition to it is strong.18 Here, the domestic criticism is not so much
a question of weighing the balance between Indian interests in Iran and the US, but
one of whether India will kowtow to the US. Prime Minister Manmohan Singh has
been careful to reiterate that any attempt to dictate India’s foreign policy commitments
will be unacceptable. India is unlikely to allow its broader orientation of developing a
wide range of inter-state relationships to be sacrificed for the sake of the deal. For
Indian decision makers, bandwagoning with the US is not an absolute commitment.
Unless a way out is found – say, by loosening the linkage between the presidential
report and the binding commitments made by India – the provision as it is currently
worded is unlikely to go through.
There are other apprehensions. The prospect of an American attack on Iran worries
Indians. They know that there is much to be lost should there be turmoil in the Middle
East. The region would in all probability be set ablaze by war and its counterpoint,
asymmetric warfare, since Iran would almost certainly unleash Hezbollah and other
groups. The sea lanes of the Gulf and around it would be cut off, stemming the flow of
oil and other commodities; and a fresh wave of radical violence could well engulf the
arc from the Mediterranean Sea to the western Indian Ocean, its edges flowing into
India. There is some room for optimism that this will not happen. After all, the US too
knows the potential consequences of an attack on Iran would mean at best a pyrrhic
“Nuclear-Armed Tehran Not in India’s Interest,” Times of India, 18 April, 2006; Neena VYAS,
“Nuclear Iran Not in India’s Interest,” Hindu, 15 February, 2006.
16 “Manmohan, Ahmadinejad Agree to Put Projects on Fast Track,” Indian Express, 7 September,
2006.
17 Ibid; “Iran Buries Past, Eyes Future India Ties,” Expressindia, 17 November, 2006
<http://www.expressindia.com/fullstory.php?newsid=77237>.
18 See the detailed critique in Arun SHOURIE, “Now Let the PM Square This Circle,” Indian
Express, 28 November 2006. Shourie is a senior member of the opposition BJP.
15
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victory. After the fiasco in Iraq, even that seems unlikely. The shift in US domestic
politics with the return of the Democrats to power in both houses of Congress also
makes the resort to force very doubtful.
But the problem may not go away that easily. The question of sanctions remains.
What will India do if the US attempts to push sanctions through the Security Council?
Here again, there is some space for optimism. Russia and China are not likely to
permit that to happen, as in the case of North Korea. The North Korean test, indeed,
has to some extent diverted attention away from Iran. Hence, India may be able to
avoid choosing between its antagonistic friends. So far, so good. But the balance is at
best what might be called an unstable equilibrium. It may fail at any time and is
hostage to others over whom India has no control. Some hard thinking is called for.
So let us raise the uncomfortable question: what if matters get worse and India
does have to make a choice? The choice will be between India’s political ambitions
and its economic needs. Today, the answer would almost automatically tend to be “It’s
the economy, stupid!” But if India has to prioritize between economics and politics, it
may be deem it wiser to prefer the latter. Faced with an unenviable choice between
Iran and the United States, India may feel itself better off lining up with the US. This
does not have much to do with Iran’s nuclearization and its potential effects. What
would happen if Iran were to go nuclear? The pessimists anticipate a conflict between
Iran and Israel, and perhaps a “domino effect,” with more nations striving for nuclear
arms. What then? Not much thought has been given to these predictions. An Iran-Israel
equation would not necessarily mean war. On the contrary, nuclear weapons have
invariably made their possessors cautious. They may tend to test the waters of coercion
and risk-taking, but invariably learn that you do not gain much, if anything, by that and
risk losing a great deal, as India and Pakistan have discovered. As for the putative
domino effect, it is by no means certain to happen. On the contrary, there is plenty of
evidence that nations go nuclear only under very restricted conditions, and that if the
need to do so is not felt, they refrain from acquiring nuclear weapons, or even give
them up.19
With respect to the urgency of India’s energy requirements, it needs not bank its
political future on Iran’s importance as a source. There are three reasons for this. First,
Iran may have much to offer, but it is not the only source of energy. Second, Iran needs
to sell its energy for its own economic development, and the only way to do this is
through the global market. It can hardly hold on to it indefinitely. Any attempt to stem
the outflow of oil would bring the Iranian economy quickly to the verge of collapse.
Third, India’s relationship with the US has much larger dimensions. Apart from the
gains from trade and investment, there is the whole dimension of dual technology,
which has been restricted and is now beginning to open up. Beyond lies the political
aspect: without a seat at the table of major powers, India would find it difficult to
influence the global security agenda and to protect its widening interests. For India, at
stake is the future of the Indo-US nuclear agreement and its successful extension to the
See T. V. PAUL, Why Nations Forgo Nuclear Weapons (Montreal, Kingston, London, & Ithaca:
McGill-Queen’s University Press, 2000).
19
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Nuclear Suppliers’ Group. The outcome will change the role of India in the world
more quickly if all goes well than if it does not. It is unlikely that Indian leaders will
sacrifice that goal at the altar of energy.
From India’s standpoint, it would be a pity if the choice were to be thrust upon it.
Good relations with Iran offer the prospect of energy gains and, not least, an improved
relationship with Pakistan by way of the IPI pipeline. Hopefully, the choice will not
have to be made.
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AFTER IRAN, PAKISTAN
FEARS TO BE NEXT

by Mohammad SHEHZAD

Recent history teaches Islamabad that US allies can easily become America’s enemies
– especially if they are Muslim countries with nuclear capabilities. How the US-Iran
dispute has affected Pakistanis’ view of the US. The fatal risks of an uncontrolled
escalation.

1.

I

ran’s nuclear issue is becoming more and

more complicated day by day. The international community has failed to find a
peaceful settlement to this dispute. Arrogance, intimidations and threats are no solution
to any conflict that ironically the big powers, mainly the US, are employing in Iran’s
case. The US is full of suspicions about Iran. The two countries haven’t had diplomatic
ties for the last 27 years. Breakup of ties breeds distrust and misgivings. This long
period of seclusion has created enormous misunderstandings and ill-will between Iran
and the US. The latter is upset over Iran’s nuclear program. It believes that Iran is
pursuing an atomic bomb– without having any credible evidence to this effect.
The US believed that Iraq was possessing weapons of mass destruction (WMD) –
without having concrete evidences to support its belief. Acting on this belief (in fact
‘disbelief'), the US invaded Iraq in March 2003, further destabilizing the region while
enhancing threats against itself and its allies. To date, the US hasn’t found a single
WMD in Iraq. The world has now learnt that the US’ fear about Iraq was baseless. This
forces unbiased people to think whether Iran is really pursuing nuclear weapons or the
whole issue is another cock-and-bull story like Iraq’s so-called WMD concocted by the
US.
So far, the evidence collected by International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)
supports Iran’s viewpoint – i.e. its nuclear program is for peaceful purposes. Iran’s
nuclear program is not a clandestine affair. It was launched some 40 years ago with the
support of the US, France and Germany. These were the days when there were no
waves of ‘Islamic revolution’ in Iran. It was the US that proposed a program for the
construction of a nuclear power plant to produce 34,000 mega watts (mw) of
electricity in 20 years. The US also committed to develop a complete nuclear fuel
cycle that included uranium extraction and enrichment, production of fuel rods and
disposition of atomic waste materials. The US constructed a research reactor in Tehran.
Germany took the initiative of building a 1500 mw nuclear power plant in Bushehr.
France showed its willingness to make two atomic power plants of 900 mw in
Darkwain and supply 50 tons of UF-6 gas from the shares of Iran in the Eurodif plant
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of France.
After the Islamic revolution, Iran was no more the ‘blue-eyed’ boy of the US. The
US and its allies took a u-turn on Iran in the same way Pakistan took a u-turn on
Afghanistan in the wake of 9/11. The US, Germany and France reneged on their
promise of nuclear cooperation with Iran. It was a sheer violation of mutual
agreements. Sanctions were slapped on Iran. Thus, Iran was made a pariah. This
attitude forced Iran to develop its nuclear program indigenously to meet its energy
needs. The US perceived this act as ‘secret’ development of nuclear weapons. But
IAEA inspected Iran’s nuclear sites and confirmed that there was nothing that could
have led to this impression that Iran was developing nuclear weapons secretly.
Iran has made good progress on its nuclear program - without violating the
Non-Proliferation Treaty [NPT] – and has become the seventh country in the world
that possesses the fuel cycle technology. The US and Europe are fearful of Iran’s
uranium enrichment capability. In November 2004, Iran voluntarily suspended all its
nuclear activities for a considerable period. The US and Europe could have used this
voluntary act as an opportunity to convince Iran to cap its nuclear activities for good
by providing it alternative energy resources that could have met all its energy needs.
Regrettably, this opportunity was lost and Iran was forced to resume its nuclear
activities. The US and its allies do not want Iran to become another (de facto) nuclear
power – without making serious efforts in this effect. The US wishes to use force to
stop Iran from continuing its nuclear activities but it does not have the support of its
allies as well as the United Nations Security Council (UNSC). The two big countries
with a veto power in the UNSC – China and Russia – support Iran’s right to peaceful
nuclear program. Russia has almost completed its work on Bushehr plant. Russia and
China have already vetoed the US-proposed sanctions against Iran in the UNSC. Iran
is seldom intimidated with sanctions. It is already surviving in the presence of a
plethora of sanctions that have been slapped by the US and some European countries.
2. Iran and its allies – Pakistan, China, Russia, etc – are looking for a peaceful
solution to the present crisis. The Iranian president Ahmadinejad has written two
letters to the US president George Bush but the latter did not bother to respond to any
one. This is a blatant manifestation of arrogance. Bush has also declared Iran as part of
an ‘axis of evil. The neo-cons’ policy of arrogance is aggravating the Iran conundrum.
They are pushing the world towards fire – the fire of extremism, religious bigotry and
terrorism that they have ignited themselves. The US and its allies are fighting a war
against terror since 2001 but none of them is trying to diagnose the symptoms of
terrorism. The unjust policies of the US are giving rise to terror and the US arrogance
is fanning terrorism around the world. The use of force or sanctions against Iran will
only provoke the religious bigots around the world, particularly in Afghanistan and
Pakistan – the countries that are known as the ideal sanctuaries of world’s terrorists.
The most affected country, if Iran were attacked, will be Pakistan.
Pakistan fears that it will be the next target of the US if the latter attacked Iran –
because it is a Muslim as well as a nuclear country. It is regarded as a ‘citadel of
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Islam’. It is also regarded as the leader of the Muslim ummah. Such titles are bestowed
upon Pakistan because of its arsenal of atomic bombs. Pakistan’s fear in this backdrop
is legitimate – i.e. it could be the US’ next target since it helped Iran build its nuclear
program when it was at the nascent stage. The US attack on Iran will vindicate the
theory of clash of civilization and Pakistan will not feel itself secured from the US
wrath despite the fact it is the US ally. After all, Iran and Iraq were also the US allies at
one point of history! The US spared none. On what reasons should Pakistan should be
optimistic?
There are enormous fears, misunderstandings and apprehensions among the
Muslims world about the US. As other Muslim countries, Pakistan thinks that the US
and the world are fearful of Islam after the fall of communism. It was Pakistan that
helped the US disintegrate the former USSR with its passion of jihad. The rightwing
that influences the politics of Pakistan now talks of disintegrating the US through jihad.
It advocates the possession of nuclear weapons by every Muslim country for the glory
of Islam. So far, Pakistan is the only Muslim nuclear power in the world. Iran could be
the one in the making; therefore, both Pakistan and Iran could be the potential targets
of the US and west. It is just a matter of time – when the two should be attacked and
taught a lesson.
The US has worked on Pakistan’s disintegration for a long time. By not helping it
during the 1971 war, the US broke apart Pakistan. The US war in Afghanistan has
made Pakistan’s western borders insecure. The insurgency in Balochistan has seriously
threatened Pakistan’s security. The popular thinking in Pakistan holds that the US is
behind all evils that Pakistan is currently struggling with. Therefore, jihad should be
waged against the US and it should be consigned to hell before it causes Pakistan any
damage.
The US attack on Iran or any unjustified solution to this crisis will simply enhance
hatred against the US, with potentially disastrous consequences on America’s and
Europe’s security. Moreover, Iran is a Shia country. By attacking acting against it in
unfair means, the US will simply unify the Shias and Sunnis. So far, jihad is mostly the
passion of the Sunni Muslims. If Iran were attacked, the Shia Muslims will also
become obsessed with jihad. And it is quite possible that people like Ahmadinejahd
would be heading jihadi outfits like al-Qaeda. The clerics in Pakistan have already
proclaimed that if Iran were attacked, jihad will be launched from Tehran. The speech
of Professor Abdur Rehman Makki echoes in my mind. Makki, the deputy amir of
Jamatud Dawa – Pakistan’s biggest jihadi outfit that is fighting jihad in Afghanistan
and Kashmir – said last year: ‘We will forget Shia-Sunni divide in the battlefield of
jihad. If Iran were attacked, we will join hands with our Shia brothers and our enemy
will be the US and the west.’
If the US and other big powers want peace in the world, they will have to settle the
issue of Iran in a peaceful manner. Otherwise, they will make themselves vulnerable to
more attacks like 9/11 and 7/7 and the hypothesis of ‘clash of civilization’ may become
a sad truth.
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by Paolo FONTANA, Maurizio MARTELLINI, Andrea PLEBANI

Weak/failed States, terrorism and organized crime: the new challenge for the
non-proliferation of weapons of mass destruction. A nuclear apocalypse inside the
Sunni sphere can be legitimate. The decision to prevent the collapse of weak states.

W

eapons of mass destruction (WMD) and

radical Islamic movements: merely citing these two factors together summons up one
of the scenarios that the international community fears most. Their actual combination
would inevitably lead to the complete disruption of those balances and dynamics,
which underpin the existing system of international security.
The acquisition of nuclear, biological, chemical or radiological weapons (NBCR)
by such movements would, in fact, indicate a marked reduction of the gap separating
their operative capabilities from those of the regular forces employed by states
involved in the War on Terrorism. This would, definitively, raise non-state
protagonists to the foremost level on the international scenario and the end of the
monopoly, so far, held by nation-states over weapons of mass destruction,
consequently, requiring a total rethink of the current system of prevention and
deterrence.
The instability of “peripheral” areas on the international chess board (ideal
candidates for new “safe havens” for various terrorist organizations), the increasing
availability of dual items1 and of the know-how required for producing such weapons
systems, like the ever-increasing awareness of failings in the international
non-proliferation régime and the existence of Illicit Trafficking Networks (such as the
organization founded by the father of Pakistan’s nuclear program, Abdul Kader Khan)
are all factors, which render the nightmare scenario outlined more attainable.
We must not, however, let ourselves be alarmed too easily and, instead, work to
identify and outline, clearly, the true extent of the problem. In the first place, although
the factors listed above greatly raise the risk threshold, we can say with certainty that –
despite numerous declarations to the contrary that have appeared in the international
press over the last few years – there is no evidence that the main radical Islamist
movements on the scene are in possession of any such weapons. The research facilities
discovered in Afghanistan following Operation Enduring Freedom – initially identified
1

Instruments, which can be used in both civilian and military fields for the production of WMD.
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as the main site of al Qaeda’s chemical-biological program – have actually been
revealed simply to be laboratories, equipped with rather basic and rudimentary
equipment 2 . Similarly, the numerous reports of material, instruments and actual
weapons systems being stolen from the former Soviet military – seen, since the end of
the bi-polar system, as the main weak point in the non-proliferation régime – have
often been proved groundless.
Above all, it is essential to stress the great difficulty involved in acquiring and
producing such weapons systems, which requires installations, instruments and highly
specialized personnel if they are not just to remain pipedreams. The case of the Aum
Shinrikyo sect demonstrates this quite clearly. Although the movement did, in fact,
have exceptional financial resources, installations and avant-garde equipment and was
able to attract scientists from various countries to its cause; it came up against
formidable difficulties. The group only managed to carry out a relatively small number
of attacks before the Japanese investigators uncovered its entire program.
The problems connected with the acquisition and use of WMD, in fact, raises the
related question of the real motives behind the interest shown in these weapons
systems by various radical Islamist organizations – and al Qaeda in particular –
especially if we consider the relatively low cost and notable results obtained by other
means, such as suicide bombers and home-made devices.
Two principal motives seem to support the interests shown by these organizations
in weapons of mass destruction: the terror that these instill in the civilian population
and the wide range of options that their possession can provide.
The invisible nature of the threat surrounding these weapons – and the idea that
nothing can really protect a population from an attack of this type – are the main
elements, which make WMD the ideal arms in the hands of various radical Islamist
groups, not so much because of the damage they could inflict, but rather for the sheer
terror they can provoke.
The scenario in which such movements operate – marked by an enormous gap
separating terrorist groups from different armed forces in terms both of technology and
of effective forces in the field – makes the “strategy of terror” the only tool capable of
inflicting serious damage on the enemy. Without, in any way, underestimating the
extent of losses in terms of human lives and the economic consequences of an attack
using WMD, the psychological impact on the population could be enormous and the
fall-out would affect the entire system of a country greatly. The sarin and anthrax
attacks on Japan and the United States, respectively carried out in March 1995 and
October 2001 are clear examples of such consequences; having resulted in an almost
total paralysis of the systems affected.
The terror instilled by such weapons, however, is not the only factor behind the
interest of these organizations in WMD. The mere threat of their use is, in effect, an
exceptional tool in the hands of terrorist groups. Giving them the choice to hold the
2 Cf. Sammy SALAMA-Lydia HANSELL, Does intent equal capability? Al-Qaeda and Weapons of
Mass Destruction, Nonproliferation Review, Vol. 12, No 3, November 2005, pp. 623-624
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entire international community hostage and to obtain political, economic and military
concessions that could have an appalling impact on the outcome of the conflict itself.
Possession of WMD would, moreover, mark the rise of such movements within
the hierarchy of the international system, ensuring them visibility and, above all,
extensive media coverage, which is often considered a determining factor in achieving
their goals. In this context, weapons of mass destruction could play a determining role
in the strategy of radical Islamist movements, guaranteeing not only a marked increase
in terms of their destructive capabilities but also providing them with formidable
weapons to employ in the so-called “War of Ideas.”
This arena, then, is an equally important battlefield on which the clash between
regular armed forces and militias linked to radical Islamist cells takes place, which is
regulated by a series of restrictions and rules that determine the outcome.
Radical Islamist groups, in fact, present themselves as movements reacting to a
reality, which they perceive as being the antithesis of the values of Islam and
characterized by corruption and injustice. They tend to give great importance to
theological justifications for their actions and would only, with great difficulty, go
against universally recognized Islamic principles, since this would mean losing the
support of wide sections of the population.
In this respect, recourse to weapons of mass destruction represents an extremely
controversial element in Islamic doctrine. Although, in the Shi’a sphere, Ayatollah
Khomeini prohibited the use of such weapons. Yet, in the Sunni realm, the situation is
still open to controversy. The only clearly stated position is that assumed by Sheik
Nasir bin Hamid al-Fahd in May 2003, who, in issuing a fatwa, declared that it was
legitimate to use WMD against enemies, who were responsible for the deaths of
thousands of the faithful or when such weapons were the only means capable of
ensuring victory over the enemy, even if this should entail the killing of innocent
Muslims.
“This is the case of the United States in our times. The attack against it by WMD
is accepted, since Allah said: “if you are attacked you should attack your aggressor by
identical force”. Whoever looks at the American aggression against Muslims and their
lands, in recent decades, concludes that it is permissible….They have killed about ten
million Muslims and destroyed countless lands….If they would be bombed in a way
that would kill ten million of them and destroy their lands – it is obviously permitted –
with no need for evidence.”3
Although this fatwa does not bring radical Islamist organizations any closer to
acquiring weapons of mass destruction, it does represent a moment of great
importance since it provides the religious legitimacy necessary to carry out an attack
of this kind and breaks the wall of silence that had formerly been maintained in Sunni
ambits on this subject.

3Nasir BIN HAMID AL-FAHD in Reuven Paz, YES to WMD: the first Islamist Fatwah on the use of
Weapons of Mass Destruction, PRISM Special Dispatches. Vol.1 (2003), No. 1 (May), p. 7
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The threat factors
Having established that radical Islamist groups may have both the desire and the
ideological-theological legitimacy to acquire weapons of mass destruction, we need to
understand if this is actually possible on the practical level and what conditions must
exist for the scenario outlined above to come into being. In other words, what elements
are required in order for a radical Islamist group to acquire WMD?
Although various factors play a fundamental role in the process of acquiring such
weapons – and while numerous studies have outlined the means and methods required
in order to achieve such a goal – in our opinion, the main challenge facing the
non-proliferation régime and the future front-line in the War on Terrorism consists of a
combination of four factors: weak/failed States, the presence therein of nuclear,
bacteriological, chemical or radiological installations (NBCR), Illicit Trafficking
Networks and radical Islamist groups operating in their territory.

As already stated, it is not the individual elements in themselves – notwithstanding
their importance – that constitute the threat, but the effect of these combined. If, in
fact, only one of these factors were lacking, the risk would be greatly reduced. In this
context, another aspect to bear in mind is the temporal dimension. Consideration of a
mere collection of data is not sufficient (such as the economic situation, internal
stability, crime rate, presence of extremist groups or number of “sensitive”
installations), but we must rather consider the trend of the current situation. In brief,
we must apply the same logic as that which, in mathematical analysis, underpins
derivatives: trends and increments. Starting with current information on the variables
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involved, we should be able to predict what the situation will be after a given period of
time and sketch a future scenario in which a change in only one of these four factors
could bring the system to a critical point and, consequently, bring the risk closer.
We now need to analyze the main characteristics of the variables that constitute
this model:
Weak/failed States. This is the key element in the scenario insofar as the social,
political and economic situations, which develop in this kind of state, create conditions
which are ideal for the growth of organized crime and, within the Muslim world, the
consolidation of radical Islamist groups. A state apparatus is based on a social contract
binding existing institutions, citizens and state structures in order to guarantee certain
public benefits to their citizens. In particular, every state must provide security against
external and internal threats and oppose every kind of force that could jeopardize
national order and society itself.
While a strong state has firm control of its own territory, managing to provide its
citizens with a wide range of services and performing well in terms of GDP or the
UNDP’s Human Development Index, the principal distinguishing feature of a weak
state is its inability to maintain control or order within in its own borders.
Numerous attempts have been made to draw up a list of countries on the brink of
“failure.” The CIA, for example, has produced a list of 25 states it considers to be at
risk, the British Department for International Developments has identified 46 “weak”
states4 and the World Bank identified 30 “low-income states at risk.”5 It is, therefore,
clear that whether a state is considered to be “weak,” or otherwise, depends on the
categories taken into consideration in any given analysis. As far as our research is
concerned, we consider three indicators to be useful in evaluating the “strength” of a
state.
a) Control of territory: The weaker a state is then the less control it has over its
own territory, in terms of both borders and internal regions. If governments are
incapable of controlling the entire territory, then there are inevitably areas in which the
security of citizens cannot be ensured. Furthermore – and we shall return to this point
later – this means that “free zones” appear in which no rules exist. A particular case of
this is represented by so-called black spots, normally found on the borders of two or
more states and entirely beyond the control of any central authority. These offer ideal
locations for illicit trafficking and – as in the case of Hezbollah in the so-called Hito
Tres Fronteras or Triple Frontier (on the borders of Argentina, Paraguay and Brazil) –
the establishment of operative bases6.
b) Violence and crime: If the law of the land is not respected and the state cannot
guarantee order and security or, worse still, the state itself commits crimes against its
own citizens, then the population has no choice but to find a new “protector,” a
warlord or some strong figure, who will restore at least a semblance of security (who
Department for International Development (www.dfid.gov.uk/pubs/files/fragilestates-paper.pdf)
World Bank (www.worldbank.org)
6 Bartosz H. Stanislawski – Margaret G. Hermann, Transnational Organized Crime, Terrorism
and WMD, pp. 2-3 (http://www.cidcm.umd.edu/carnegie/papers/stanislawski_hermann.pdf)

4

5
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often represents the particular interests of conflicting clans or religious groups).
c) Economic and social conditions: In critical conditions, a radical decline of the
per capita GDP in a short time is, perhaps, one of the most important indicators of the
true state of a country and its likelihood of collapse. In these cases, we usually find
situations characterized by a concentration of wealth in the hands of a small, privileged
group close to power. The level of corruption increases exponentially and paralyzes
institutional mechanisms, so that they lose credibility amongst the population, ending
with a breakdown of the social contract on which the state is based. Moreover, the
poorer ranks of society tend to find alternatives to central power within local
communities and move towards crime or radical religious movements, often the only
organizations capable of providing those services, which the state itself is unable to
guarantee.
NBCR Installations. One of the greatest obstacles faced by radical Islamist
organizations, in developing a strategy for acquiring WMD, has been their lack of the
specialized personnel, tools and material necessary for producing such weapons. For
precisely this reason, the presence of NBCR installations in a weak/failed State,
combined with the advantages provided by the support of Illicit Trafficking Networks,
could represent a great opportunity. If we consider that components used for
manufacturing commonly used products, such as fertilizers, can be used as base
elements for a chemical attack or any hospital with a radiological department
possesses sufficient radioactive material to assemble a dirty bomb (the so-called
Radiological Dispersal Devices), then it is easy to grasp how such installations form
the very kernel of the threat. Pharmaceutical companies, steelworks, oil installations
and medical research facilities are all potential sources of proliferation. We must also
bear in mind the fact that – while such installations are subject to strict control
measures in the west and trade in “sensitive” materials and products are closely
monitored – in areas where state structures are extremely weak or on the verge of
collapse, controls are inadequate and makes trafficking anything but difficult.
There remain, undoubtedly, technical problems related to the production phase of
biological, chemical and nuclear weapons but, as we have already said, the great
freedom of movement permitted by a weak/failed State, together with the support of
highly organized criminal groups, ensures a wide margin for action that could easily
result in the opening of real laboratories for the experimentation and creation of
WMD.
Criminal Networks and Radical Islamist Organizations. The third element is that
which enables radical Islamist organizations to be able to count on – in a manner of
speaking – “specialized manpower” in the sector of illegal trafficking. Criminal
organizations, which form in the absence of governmental control and are even
nourished by the corruption that exists in a nearly failed state, can furnish radical
groups with a wide variety of goods and services. These range from common military
equipment to “sensitive” materials and tools. The “criminal cartels” can also co-opt
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“technicians” (chemists, biologists and experts in metallurgy), recruited by force or
with tempting economic incentives and corrupt high-ranking officials so as to have
direct access to governmental NBCR research and development facilities. As have
been clearly demonstrated in the past, they can go even further, guaranteeing not only
access to individual installations but also by making a real profit from the trafficking
of materials and know-how. The most famous example of this is that of Abdul Kader
Khan. A second and extremely relevant factor is that highlighted by Mili Hayder7, who
analyzes the financial aspects linking terrorism and organized crime.
It is obvious that this “alliance” between terrorism and organized crime can
become stronger and more effective in areas where instability, insecurity and
corruption abound in the kind of states described above. In fact, while traditional crime
needs some form of state structure in order to develop, weak/failed States provide the
perfect environment for these networks of illegal trafficking and terrorist groups.
There is even a kind of mutual benefit to be drawn from this cooperation, since
terrorism needs criminal networks in order to obtain money and means, just as equally
does crime need terrorism in order to maintain a state of disorder and insecurity.
In choosing states on the verge of collapse as their bases, radical Islamist groups
enjoy a double advantage: on the one hand, one of the main factors is the attraction of
extremism that develops in conditions of great poverty and a lack of institutions. On
the other, there is also the strategic-organizational advantage of a central government
that lacks the will or the capability to deal with these conditions. In this situation,
radical Islamist organizations have great freedom of movement in which to set up
training camps and can count on masses, which are hostile to the state institutions and
are willing to swell their ranks.

Possible solutions
A combination of these four elements, therefore, represents the focal point of the
threat of WMD being acquired by radical Islamist movements. This is, without doubt,
the culminating point of the strength of the threat outlined but, at the same time, bears
within itself the seed of weakness. In effect, while it is true that the highest threshold
of risk relates to a combination of weak/failed States, NBCR structures, Illicit
Trafficking Networks and radical Islamist organizations, it is also true that the absence
of just one of these factors would mean a markedly lower degree of risk.
In light of such an assumption, weak/failed States are, at one and the same time,
both the determining element in this system and the “weak link” in the same chain.
The peculiar characteristics of states that could be “tasty” for radical Islamist
organizations could, in fact, make it possible to limit greatly the field of investigation
and identify with some precision the possible sites that would be used. Moreover,
unlike Illicit Trafficking Networks and radical Islamist organizations, these states –
and especially their power groups – are unable to evade any measures taken against
Mili Hayder, “Tangled Webs: Terrorists and Organized Crime Groups”, Terrorism Monitor,
January 2006.
7
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them. This is not to imply that sanctions are necessarily adopted, far from it. Instead, it
is essential to create the conditions necessary for installing a carrot and stick system so
as to reward those actors which make a real effort to renew their own system and
punish severely those whose only interest is to preserve a situation of internal disorder.
One of the key tools at the disposition of the international community is the
implementation of nation building measures aimed at strengthening a central authority
that is incapable of maintaining control over the entire national territory or entirely
recreating the state system of a country that has already tipped over the edge and
collapsed. In order for such measures to be successful, however, it is first essential to
re-establish security, stability and internal order since these elements are vital to any
serious process of reconstruction and to any attempt to recreate a general climate of
trust towards state institutions.
Economic reconstruction and the fight against corruption are equally important.
The first lays the foundations for eliminating poverty and for notably improving the
population’s standard of living and – combined with investments in teaching and
education – could remove the causes that support the success of radical Islamist
organizations. The second, instead, sets in motion a mechanism that can gradually lead
to the creation of an effective state of law capable of reducing the threat represented by
Illicit Trafficking Networks. Only when central government has re-established
effective control over the territory is it possible to apply the carrot and stick approach
outlined above, punishing countries which continue to tolerate Illicit Trafficking
Networks or actively accept the presence of radical Islamist groups and rewarding –
through direct funding or other forms of development aid – those countries where
notable progress is registered, especially on the basis of internationally recognized
economic and governance indicators.
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ON KOSOVO’S FUTURE

by Albin KURTI

While Pristina claims full sovereignty, Belgrade expands its control over Kosovar
territory. What the “protection of cultural heritage” is really for. The dangers of an
ethnicization of the conflict. The role of UNMIK and NATO.

1.

R

esolution 1244 of the Security Council of

the UN, recognizes and affirms the territorial integrity and sovereignty of Yugoslavia
(now Serbia) over Kosovo. This sovereignty is at present suspended by International
rule and presence, but not abolished. At present, Kosovo is passing through the process
of definition of its status. This was an additional reason for us to begin the concept and
project of Self-determination, and the movement for its realization. But, I can’t start
here. The problem has its history. And, it is not only political but social as well.
UN Resolution 1244 and the political system and process implemented by
UNMIK in Kosovo are not in compliance with the will of the people. UNMIK is
doubly non-democratic. First, non-democratic in-itself (UNMIK is an authoritarian
structure of pyramid form and top-down command); and second, UNMIK is
non-democratic in Kosovo since Kosovo with its institutions and representatives in an
inclusive and absolute way is subordinated to UNMIK. The police and judicial system,
local administration, institution building, and economic reconstruction are the so called
four pillars of UNMIK, all of them under Special Representative of Secretary General
of UN (SRSG) and together with him above domestic law. Laws once passed by our
Assembly wait for approval of the SRSG and finally become UNMIK regulations.
Even the Constitutional Framework is an UNMIK regulation - Regulation 2001/9. In
Kosovo, Albanian politicians are accountable to UNMIK, UNMIK is accountable to
New York, and Serbian politicians in Kosovo, in fact, are accountable to Belgrade.
People don’t feel represented, their interests are not defended.
The presence of UNMIK in Kosovo is force and not justice. UNMIK is an
absolute ruler who approves laws, controls their implementation, and can suspend
them. But UNMIK's goal is to make its power invisible and its exercise unnecessary.
Here rests the raison d'etre of the local institutions. They operate as a one-sided filter:
they allow UNMIK access to the citizens, but prohibit citizens from accessing the
corridors of power.
The Government of Kosovo is deprived of real substance. First, it doesn’t have a
ministry of foreign affairs, ministry of information and neither ministry of defense.
And, each ministry doesn’t have real responsibilities and control: for instance Et’hem
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Ceku, minister for energy and mining, has no control over KEK and Trepca, which are
big socially and publicly owned enterprises in the hands of Kosovo Trust Agency
(KTA); likewise, Qemajl Ahmeti, minister of transport and telecommunication, has no
control over Prishtina’s Airport, Railway Company nor PTK; interior minister, Fatmir
Rexhepi, and minister of justice, Jonuz Salihaj, have nothing to do with control over
police and judicial system: these are not only controlled by UNMIK but very parts of
it.
Kosovo has about 40 political parties, but stateless pluralism has been neither
constructive nor productive. Even Milosevic allowed political parties in Kosovo in the
‘90s. Because when one is oppressed and without its own state, then through pluralism
the fight with the real adversary is being replaced with internal political futile
competition and illusion of normality and democracy is being sown. In addition to this,
businessmen got into politics; politicians became businessmen. In Kosovo, we have
weak political parties with strong leaders, where the hierarchy is the measure of
corruption. However, the corruption is inseparable from the antidemocratic character
of the system. You can’t fill a non-democratic system with honest people.
Besides being an unaccountable and antidemocratic regime, UNMIK is also a
neocolonial administration. Officials there do not live the consequences of their
decisions. They come to Kosovo because they get double the salary they’d get at home,
long weekends, they don’t pay taxes, their career advances rapidly, their expenses are
low and they have no responsibility toward the local population. They all have jeeps,
not small ordinary cars, because driving a jeep makes them feel superior to others and
in the case of a car crash, it is the other party who is likely to get killed. The jeep is a
symptom. For UNMIK, Kosovo seems sometimes like a desert and sometimes like a
jungle, where jeeps are needed. The real problem has to do with the fact that Kosovo is
being transformed into the prejudices of its ruler. It is not even up to administrators
whether to be privileged or not. They are thrown into privileged situation. There is
codification of privilege. Once they finish their mission, they should be isolated for a
while, because they have got used to being privileged and might be harmful to their
societies back home.
2. The buzzword in Kosovo for the last 6 years has been “multi-ethnicity”.
Meanwhile, its meaning has no definition; there are no models we are supposed to
pursue, and no concrete examples from experience or history we should rely on.
Likewise, there is no idea how to measure the achievement of “multi-ethnicity”. Yet, it
seems they thought simply by repeating a meaningless phrase it would suddenly
become meaningful. Just as it tried to build democracy in an authoritarian way, from
the very beginning UNMIK tried to accomplish multi-ethnicity in an ethnically based
manner. Since the year 1999 onwards, the approach as well as the starting point was
ethnic. UNMIK identified, like in a terra nullius: Albanians, Serbs, Romas, Turks,
Egyptians, Bosniacs and Ashkalis. Therefore, it started from ethnic belonging, from
differences, not from what is in common, what is universal among people – not from
their need for freedom, dignity, job, qualitative education, health care, social insurance.
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No wonder. For all these, development is needed. And UNMIK has not developed and
certainly continues to be a mission that cannot develop Kosovo. Quite the contrary.
Enormous underdevelopment characterizes Kosovo in all aspects. Three things are
increasing there: poverty, unemployment and dissatisfaction. 15% of the population is
in extreme poverty, another 40% are poor and unemployment is over 60%. 46.026
people were registered as newborns in the year 1988. They became 18 this year;
became mature and unemployed. GDP per capita is 964 Euros which is 22 times less
than in Germany! There is no economic investment or any significant domestic
production. The trade deficit is huge: the export/import coverage is only 4,38%. In the
year 2004, imports were worth 1.030 million euros, while exports only 45,1 million
euros.
Before we used to export people – asylum seekers. Now they are being deported
back. Instead, poor Kosovo exports money to EU: 74% of bank deposits of Kosovors
are in two foreign banks, 190 million Euros of Pensions Trust Fund are also abroad, as
are around 200 million Euros of Post and Telecom of Kosovo, all this namely for some
security reasons. There is a status quo in Kosovo, but this status quo is only for the
people in power, not at all for the majority of population which is regressing
economically. Lack of development means lack of future. Politicians still keep talking
about fulfilling standards while the standard of living for the people of Kosovo is
disintegrating; it’s sliding from bad to worse.
In the first two years after the end of war we had the phase of the return of near 1
million people who were deported by Serbian police and military forces and
reconstruction of 120.000 houses destroyed by Yugoslav Army. After this
humanitarian, emergency and peace-building phase we should have passed into the
development period. This didn’t happen, still hasn’t and moreover there is no idea nor
plan for it. For seven and a half years now UNMIK has been an interim administration
without a deadline even though it is precisely a deadline that constitutes it as interim.
There is no document in UNMIK where the year 2007 figures. Because there is no
vision, there are no plans for the future. UNMIK has generated some processes and
now waits for them to define the future including its own. And, development is the key
factor to integration.
Despite all this, in Kosovo except for most of the Serb minority, 5 other minorities
are integrated. An important digression, is needed here. In Kosovo, in fact, there are no
minorities. There are only ethnic communities. Minorities are typical for nation states
– Kosovo is neither a state nor a nation state. We can talk about a Serb minority in
Croatia, but not in Kosovo. The legal status for all the communities is the same and
therefore in the legal aspect there are no minorities in Kosovo. Also in the democratic
aspect there are no minorities in Kosovo. Because there is no democracy: there is no
rule of majority. Actually, Kosovo is ruled by the newest minority that we in Prishtina
in our jokes call domestic internationals. Well, why then the category of minorities is
pushed forward? It has to do with the status of Kosovo and the fear of the domino
effect that could be triggered by its independence.
The lack of integration of the Serb minority is not related only with the bitter past,
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but also with the future. All neighbor countries of Kosovo want an independent state
of Kosovo or at least are not bothered by it. Except Serbia. Serbia is present in Kosovo
with its parallel structures. Serb teachers, doctors, officials receive two wages: one
from the budget of Kosovo and another from the budget of Serbia. The parallel
structures of Serbia in Kosovo have their annual budget line in the budget plan of the
Serbian government. The highest level of integration of Serbs with Albanians has
taken place regardless of the law: first, in endless UNMIK and KFOR offices
throughout Kosovo where Albanians and Serbs have worked together as local staff
without a single incident for six and a half years now; and second, in organized crime
and informal business. This high level of integration does not happen because it is
situated outside of the law, but because where it is happening, there is development,
there is well being and there is shared feeling of progress among the people. Precisely
this feeling of progress enables peace, stability and security.
Unfortunately, security in Kosovo is a term which is exclusively understood in
military terms. Consequently, we have militarization of security in Kosovo. With the
very same logic, for UNMIK, a ‘crisis’ is only the explosion of crises, not the crisis of
the daily life experienced by the people. Once people feel they have the chance that
tomorrow will be a bit better, they are far more peaceful. At the edge of existence,
when survival is the issue, even brothers and best friends become hostile to each other.
If Albanians, Serbs and others would work, for instance in a factory, with 300 Euro per
month salaries then they would communicate and cooperate. It is important to have the
right to vote, but even more important is to have enough food and a job. Especially
since by voting in Kosovo one does not really choose; one rather legitimizes the
system. On the other hand, SEE University in Tetovo, Macedonia is an example that
qualitative European education integrates communities: there were no Macedonians in
the beginning in this university, now they are 15%. Multi-ethnicity, as cohabitation
and cooperation of people from different ethnicities, cannot be achieved ethnically.
Furthermore, multi-ethnicity cannot be achieved simply by aiming at it, but can be
achieved only as a consequence, by starting with and emphasizing what is in common,
what is universal, what we share. Instead of adopting universal values, particular
standards were imposed on Kosovo. This was possible because Kosovo was defined as
a unique and special case in the world, and since experience teaches us nothing,
experiment got established as method. Improvisations and ad hoc measures are the two
most distinguished forms of experimenting. UNMIK seems like a club of scientists
that treats Kosovo with detached objectivity.
3. Even nowadays, UNMIK does not see human beings, individuals, citizens, pupils,
or students etc. in Kosovo. It sees only Albanians, Serbs and other communities.
Individuals to UNMIK are random samples of particular collectivities. In addition,
there is an obvious political discourse of UNMIK, and not only of UNMIK, that
discriminates against other communities by only talking about Serbs. As a result of
this, to a large extent the existing dualism, Kosovo–Serbia, has been replaced with
Albanians–Serbs. Power categorizes and labels, and people over time become those
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labels. Young people in Kosovo, during the ‘90s tried to tell Milosevic that they were
students but Milosevic told them: no, you are Albanians. We all know how he told
them that. Therefore it is Milosevic that wanted desperately to make the conflict ethnic
and strangely this continues still today.
The new coined dualism in Kosovo, Albanians–Serbs, is linked with the tendency
to represent the conflict in Kosovo as inherently ethnic. This is wrong and very
harmful. Wrong, since the conflict appeared as the result of the hegemonic aspirations
of Serbia, which were turned into aggression and terrible crimes by the regime of
Milosevic. And very harmful, since if the conflict and the problem is ethnic, then this
absolves Milosevic. And moreover, the solution should then be ethnic, i.e. partition.
Ethnic dualism pleases UNMIK. In this way, UNMIK absolves itself from the
present difficult situation in Kosovo and informally claims that it is doing a wonderful
job by keeping two sides apart. Anyway, today in Prishtina the argument for UNMIK
is negative: there are no words about what we gain by UNMIK presence, but only
what could get worse by its absence.
On the other hand, Belgrade wants to make the independence and statehood of
Kosovo impossible; just that. This is exactly the meaning of the formula “more than
autonomy, less than independence”. And then talks about status of Kosovo to be
actually negotiations over the territorial autonomy of Serbs in Kosovo. This shouldn’t
be a surprise: in Kosovo the demand for more competences, for more responsibilities
and for more political power dominates, in Serbia for more territories. Just as it was
demanded and fought for in Croatia and Bosnia. The precedent of Bosnia, where the
prize for preservation of external borders was the creation of internal boundaries,
represents a real threat to Kosovo, too. Milosevic wanted Kosovo, but especially in the
year ’99 wanted it without Albanians. Now Serbia wants Kosovo’s parts that mainly
are not populated by Albanians and eventually to increase them a bit. Decentralization,
before sovereignty, is the first and most important step toward partition.
Miroljub Labus, Former Deputy Prime Minister of Serbia, as early as 6th
November 2004, in the newspaper Politika, wrote that Kosovo should have an
Albanian and Serbian entity, mentioning in details municipalities and parts of
municipalities that should belong to Serbian entity, including here the eastern part of
Kosovo in order to encircle the southern part of Serbia – the Presheva Valley mainly
inhabited by Albanians and to isolate it from Kosovo. President of Serbia, Boris Tadic,
reiterated this after his meeting with Vladimir Putin in Moscow.
The Government of Kosovo can give half of the ministries to Serbs of Kosovo, but
even that won’t satisfy Serbia. Serbia wants territories and for this goal, she uses as a
tool Serbs of Kosovo, even the refugees. The proof for this is Minister Slavisa
Petkovic in the Government of Kosovo. He said for B92 and Beta on 5th March 2005:
“In one month, 85 families have returned to Kosovo. That’s more than Nebojsa Covic
achieved in five years.”
Belgrade claims that there are 220.000 Serb refuges from Kosovo living in Serbia.
Belgrade is deliberately bad at math: now it appears that there are more Serb refugees
from Kosovo in Serbia, than ever lived in Kosovo! According to Republican Statistical
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Institution of Serbia there were around 190.000 Serbs living in Kosovo in the year
1991. European Stability Initiative in one of its reports mentioned that there are
130.000 Serbs living in Kosovo and 60.000 Kosovar Serb refugees in Serbia.
Actually, we’re witnessing the resurrection of the Serb myth about Kosovo,
preparation of the motive for future Serb aggression in Kosovo. Through the ethnic
division of so-called decentralization, new municipalities with Serb majority will be
created, which means that parallel structures of Serbia in Kosovo will be made official
and illegal enclaves empowered and bound together into an entity under Belgrade’s
control. All of this because Kosovo hasn't any sovereignty, and all of this until Kosovo
gets its sovereignty. Thus, Kosovo without sovereignty is no coincidence. What does a
sovereign Kosovo mean? Four things. Armed forces and ministry of defense. A seat in
the UN. A foreign ministry. And, no ethnically based autonomous territorial entity
within its borders.
The content of Vienna talks is about decentralization and ‘ex-territoriality’ of
Orthodox Churches and Monasteries. In one of the last rounds of talks in Vienna, the
Kosovo negotiation team offered the total of 5 + 1 new Serb controlled municipalities
across Anamorava, which will isolate Gjilan and the Albanian dominated valley of
Presheva in Serbia. Since the new municipalities are thought to be linked both
horizontally and vertically, funded directly by Belgrade, and have the power to control
policing, justice, education, health care, culture and media, they will be autonomous in
all but name.
The experiment of decentralization is just a euphemism for partition. The origin of
decentralization in Kosovo has nothing to do with the citizens of Kosovo and quality
of their life. It is completely politicized. The KIPRED institute has observed this
point very well and explained in its report that decentralization was manifested at the
start as a promise by the ex-SRSG Michael Steiner given to the Serb community in
Mitrovicë as part of a 7 point plan to entice the Serbs to take part in the local elections
of 2002. Without doubt, also the result will be political. The parallel structures
through the enclaves will simply be legalized and strengthened; the territorialization of
the problem of Kosovo on an ethnic basis will occur.
Decentralization would mean devolution of power, power getting nearer to people,
only when Kosovo would be a sovereign state. As long as there are parallel structures
of Serbia controlling 1/4 of the territory of Kosovo, precisely in those areas where
decentralization will take place, power will move away from people in the hands of
those Serbia’s structures which after decentralization will be ruling over 1/3 of
Kosovo.
Since decentralization is so good and necessary, why hasn’t the government of
Serbia tried it and implemented it in Serbia? The answer is simple: through
decentralization as the first step, Serbia intends cantonization, autonomy within
autonomy. Officials and politicians of Serbia have declared this openly many times,
for example, Slobodan Samardzic, Aleksandar Simic, Dusan Prorokovic, Cedomir
Antic, Miroljub Labus, Zoran Zivkovic etc. headed by the actual father of Serbian
nationalism and hegemony, Dobrica Cosic. The latter has two years ago dedicated a
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book to the separation of Kosovo. Placards and billboards throughout Serbia that
advertised Cosic’s book, said ‘the book we have waited for 40 years’ and immediately
30,000 copies were sold. The vision and cause of Serbia is the old one and now it has
become state projects that are adapted to the new circumstances. Since they couldn’t
have Kosovo without Albanians in it – in 1999 they expelled 1 million Albanians! –
now they want the territory where Serbs lived and as usual, to enlarge it. Or perhaps
Kosovo will even become Palestinianized, transforming most of it into separated
fragments of territory with independent control. In this manner, it will be transformed
into a focal point of permanent crisis.
4. Among the topics of the Vienna negotiations is the so called ‘protection of cultural
heritage’. ‘Ex-territoriality’ as planned will cause closure of social and public
enterprises and suspension of their privatization, obstruction of residents’ right to use
their private property, obstruction of freedom of movement of local people, and,
obstruction of building and economic activities. Therefore, there are at least three
reasons why there should not be negotiations over cultural heritage? Right to culture:
The Orthodox history in Kosovo is the heritage of all the people of Kosovo and not
only of Serbs. Right to property: Serbia is using the Church as an instrument to extend
its territories inside Kosovo, and denying our right to use private property. And,
freedom of movement is being and will be restricted.
The majority of these 39 protected monuments, which Kosovar delegation gave to
Serbia, will have a several hundreds of hectares of land and will be in Albanian
majority municipalities. Serbia by having a representative on managing board will still
be controlling the lives and property of Albanians in these security zones which are
also tax exempt. The goal obviously is to further conflict and undermine the
sovereignty of Kosovo.
Both decentralization and ‘ex-territoriality’, are at the service of re-colonization of
Kosovo. In 2006 ‘sustainable return’ policy changes from the return of Serbs to places
where they lived before, to places where they choose to live. This represents the
platform for already planned organized return of Serbs in the name of ‘sustainable
return’: not where they lived before, but where they are now a majority, where they
will become majority or wherever enclaves will be connected. Thus, the
re-colonization of Kosovo.
The politicians in the Kosovar Negotiation Team which are not corrupted and
blackmailed, are deluded. They think that by making concessions to Serbia, Kosovo
will be rewarded with independence by international community. By getting
concessions in the form of new municipalities, which are administrative but also
territorial units, and in the form of special ‘ex-territorial’ zones around orthodox
churches and monasteries, Serbia is getting larger and deeper inside Kosovo. This will
only make more difficult for Kosovo to ever get out of Serbia.
We always have to bear in mind that besides the fragility of everyday peace due to
negative social and economic trends in Kosovo, Serbia and Kosovo still do not have a
peace agreement. Serbia has one with NATO in Kumanovo, but not with Kosovo. This,
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in fact, makes peace reducible to ceasefire. The international community opposes the
return to the year 1999 and emphasizes that it would be unacceptable. Yet, this only
confirms that that return is possible. While in case of Bosnia the peace agreement of
Dayton was represented as solution, it seems that in case of Kosovo solution is
supposed to be peace.
This solution is the solution for the status of Kosovo. Even though, negotiations
and negotiations in the form of shuttle diplomacy are ongoing, presently, we still are
being reminded from time to time of the concept of ‘standards before status’ which
anyway comprises negotiations as the tool for addressing and resolving the status of
Kosovo. Since the beginning of its invention this concept didn’t represent a vision but
rather revealed the lack of any vision. ‘Standards before status’ was merely created to
buy time. Since its origin, this concept was patronizing toward the people of Kosovo
and their representatives. Indeed, ‘Standards before status’ was a deadlock as well: in
order to have more competences and power one is supposed to fulfill standards that
cannot be accomplished without having these competences and resources. In addition,
‘standards’ introduced as a term what they banned: the “status”, and established
negotiations as means for its determination. We were told that fulfillment of standards
would allow status to become a topic. In this way, what should be an inviolable right
of the people of Kosovo, has been substituted with an unknown gift called status
which has to be deserved. The idea of merit affirms certain authority. In this case, it is
mainly UNMIK which subordinates Kosovo. It might be there are still many
ambiguities in different legal documents regarding Kosovo, but it is obvious that
Kosovo is not a factor in clarifying those ambiguities.
For instance, we are told that decentralization must take place now because it is
one of the standards! More than two years ago, the term ‘standards before status’ was
replaced with the term ‘standards for Kosovo’ for the sake of psychological effects:
‘standards before status’ sounded restrictive while ‘standards for Kosovo’ far more
positive. The name changed in order to maintain the same content. Nothing else. Mr.
Kai Eide, special envoy of Kofi Annan, made a report on Kosovo. He did not evaluate
the fulfillment of standards as ut was claimed. He evaluated whether the necessary
political and social environment has been created for future talks between Prishtina
and Belgrade about status. Therefore, a positive evaluation concerning standards did
not precede beginning of negotiations.
The opposite was true. These standards have nothing to do with principles and the
language around them proves this. In the beginning we had “to fulfill the standards”,
then “to meet the standards”, then ”to meet the standards sufficiently”, afterwards
“progress toward standards” and in the end “priority standards”. Standards in
themselves may even look good, but the wrong context in which they were put
undoubtedly corrupts them.
Thus, saturation has taken place. These last negotiations resulted in the
non-negotiable part of future negotiations between Prishtina and Belgrade. Those
non-negotiable basic premises are the most important part of the negotiations which
determine the core of the conclusion. Especially because they are linked directly with
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the status of negotiators. Again, Resolution 1244 remains the basis of these
negotiations which consequently might bring a decision but never a solution for
Kosovo.
5. The right question is not what status for Kosovo, but what status for the people of
Kosovo. Kosovo does not lack status, but its people and citizens lack freedom,
freedom to choose for themselves and their future, freedom to develop and for
development. This freedom has a name. Its name is self-determination. It is the basic
compensation for centuries of injustice, continuous repression and humiliation,
hundreds of thousands violated, thousands killed, and widespread damage and
destruction. Self-determination is the restoration of the principle of the unfinished
disintegration of former Yugoslavia. Montenegrins wanted to be free from Serbian
domination too, even though they fought on Serbia’s side in all the wars throughout
the former Yugoslavia. The EU imposed Union of Serbia and Montenegro represented
an improvisation that lacked the consent of the people and has proved to be
ineffective.
The solution will only come with a deadline for UNMIK, a referendum for Kosovo
and plans for economic and educational development. The constitution of 1974
guaranteed some sort of autonomy for Kosovo, even though our country’s
constitutional position was advanced in order to transform it from a classic colony to
an internal colony. However, the co-habitation between Albanians and Serbs during
this period was the best so far, because there was less repression. The worst relations
between Albanians and Serbs in Kosovo were during the ‘90s, during the period of
Milosevic, when Kosovo was fully under Belgrade control. Therefore, the relations
between Albanians and Serbs in Kosovo can be measured by the distance of Kosovo
from Belgrade.
We can talk with the Serbs of Kosovo but we cannot negotiate with Serbia.
Through negotiations Serbia is attempting to justify its ambitions to re-establish
de-facto control of our population and territory, even through partition. Those
negotiations are being planned for Kosovo, not for Serbia. There is no penitence nor
regret in Serbia’s establishment for the 12.000 killed, 3.000 kidnapped, 20.000 raped,
one million expelled and 120.000 houses destroyed in Kosovo. There has been no
justice for the victims. Negotiations seek to complete the rehabilitation of Serbia at
Kosovo’s expense. Serbia was never identified as the aggressor who exercised
repression and terror for more than a century. On the contrary, after the fall of
Milosevic, Serbia was rehabilitated automatically (without fulfilling any conditions or
standards) and was admitted into international institutions and bodies. There are many
issues which can and should be negotiated with Serbia, but only once one
non-negotiable precondition is accepted – the will of the people of Kosovo.
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Kosovar Albanians must gain independence not to become a factor of permanent
instability in the region. The goal is to acquire a public space, in order to escape the
current “private” logic. The differences between “Gandhians” and the marxist
guerrilla.

T

he arguments brought forward so far by

Western partisans of the pro-independence camp for Kosovo revolve around two basic
pillars. First, the pro-independence argument is built on the terra firma that the region
cannot realistically be brought back under Serb control. No matter what kind of regime
is in power in Belgrade, Kosovars will not stand by and accept Serb suzerainty over
Kosovo again. No representative of the Albanian political will—no matter how
marginal—is ready to accept “hard” or “soft” Serb control over Kosovo. On the Serb
side, there are no politicians ready to constructively negotiate with the Kosovars and
accept them as full citizens of a liberal democratic Serbia. This has led many to argue
that in fact Kosovo has become an unconscious burden for Serbia’s democratization
and European future. The two sides have built mutually exclusive worldviews with
patterns of symbols, meanings and narratives which negate the existence of the
“other.” Having chased the Serb army and police out of Kosovo for reasons which had
little to do with traditional Great Power politics, the international community is now
faced with the very realpolitik fact that allowing the Serbs back in would turn back the
clock to a nightmarish repetition of the war which led to NATO’s intervention in 1999.
The second assumption is related to the truths of the anti-colonial movements that
led to the fall of the European empires in the period immediately following World War
II. Having “gone in big” with an army of soldiers, administrators and graduates of
peace studies, and development studies departments, the internationals find themselves
facing the burden of being benevolent rulers in a land that does not want them. They
see that economically UN-rule has been a failure1 while politically the Albanian riots
of March 2004 reminded all of those who chose to forget that someone would have to
answer to the demands of the overwhelming majority of Kosovo’s population.2 And,
while Rudyard Kipling’s “The White Man’s Burden”3 provided a viable legitimating
After the natural growth of the post-war reconstruction boom, Kosovo’s economy has slid into
negative growth. Fatmire Terdevci, Kosovo: Surviving without the UN, Transitions Online,
07/11/2006.
2 International Crisis Group, Collapse in Kosovo, European Report N. 155, 22 April 2004.
3 Kipling’s poem opens with the famous lines worth quoting: “Take up the White Man’s burden--/
send forth the best ye breed--/ Go, bind your sons to exile/ To serve your captive’s needs/To wait in
heavy harness,/ on fluttered folk and wild--/ Your new caught sullen peoples,/ Half devil and half
child…” in McClure’s Magazine, 12 (Feb. 1899).
1
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argument for Western rule at the end of the twentieth century, at the beginning of the
twenty first century they have become synonymous with arbitrary power and
narcissistic arrogance. The 1960s stripped any argument in favor of ‘enlightened’
outside rule of any authority. Hence, the international community is looking for a
way—any way—out with the single requirement that the final solution will not require
some kind of repetition of the 1999 intervention.
Most other arguments that have been presented by the independence camp mutate
around these two. That is, they are mostly negative arguments in favor of
independence. Having run out of ideas, the international community is reluctantly
contemplating independence for lack of a better option. Independence seems to be the
only solution that is least likely to avoid outrages and violence in scale reminiscent of
the Yugoslav Wars of the 1990s and therefore the only viable option for the future. But,
as a high-level Brussels official confided to this author, “we have no idea really, and
we are horrified.” Given this fear, no wonder that the international community is
couching independence with wide-ranging powers for the future EU Mission in
Prishtina reminiscent of the Office of the High Representative in Bosnia and
Herzegovina—just enough to dodge any blames of “white man’s burden” that is.
But, in the atmosphere of claims and counter-claims that naturally surrounds the
debate on Kosovo’s future, a positive reason for independence has been overlooked.
Kosovo’s independence is a viable means to institutionalize Albanian political life and
cut-off one of the main sources of instability in the Western Balkans. Independence as
the realization of the telos of Albanian political efforts in Kosovo since that unhappy
region fell under Serbian control will allow Albanian politics to come out of the kulla
and into the open through the representative institutions that will emerge out of the
democratic process which the Kosovars are committed to implement.

The Kulla as a Political Setting
The kulla (Alb. “tower”) is a distinctive family dwelling mainly to be found in the
Dukagjini plain or Western Kosovo. Two or three stories tall, they are usually utilized
by the men of the family, while women and children live in an attached annex that is
usually smaller. A brick or stone wall surrounds the whole dwelling, which has narrow
slits (Alb. “frëngji”) for windows. The windows serve mostly a defensive purpose—a
man can point his rifle outwards through the frëngji to shoot at his enemies in relative
safety from small caliber return fire.4 The kulla is in fact not merely a home but also a
fortress. In romantic Albanian literature, it is also an institution of forbearance, pride,
manliness and endurance—all the characteristics that the unfree need to prevail.
The kulla is inhabited by patriarchal families that have survived communism,
massive emigration to the West and the decline of small-scale agricultural economies.
All important decisions are taken by the paterfamilias (Alb. i zoti i shtëpisë) who
collects and distributes the family’s economic wealth and allocates justice. Contrary to
For more on the kullas and their present condition, see Sahar RASSAM, Kulla: A Traditional
Albanian House Type in Kosovo, www.unesco.org/archi2000/pdf/rassam.pdf accessed on November

4

29, 2006.
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civil or Islamic codes, women usually inherit no property since they live in their
husband’s extended family upon marriage.5
While, in fact, the overwhelming majority of Albanians do not live in kullas
anymore, the kulla metaphor aptly suits the Albanian condition in Kosovo. It is a
typical condition of political communities that not only do not find themselves
represented by the political institutions of the land, but also are radically antagonistic
towards them. It is not surprising therefore that behind the thick walls of the kulla
Albanians have hatched their collective actions in search of a political homeland since
Kosovo fell under the Serbian yoke. Outsiders cannot penetrate the kulla except as
guests. In circumstances where res publica6 is entirely usurped by the other, the kulla
became the only setting where “politics” could materialize.
But, politics cannot really occur anywhere except in the open or in public. Since
Machiavelli’s Il Principe, politics has acquired a vertical dimension in the sense of
representation of society’s diverse interests into a public good as defined by
institutions and, more immediately, in the commands necessary to adjudicate “who
gets what, where and how.” In the modern sense, politics “is a first cause (italics in
original—E.T.), generating not only itself, but, given its causal supremacy, everything
else.”7 In other words, in order to exist properly, members of a community must
engage in politics with each other. But, one cannot engage in politics in his
consciousness, family, or private sphere alone. He must come out into the open and
engage publicly.
So, what then is the condition of a people that is conscious of the necessity of
politics but politically eunuch? First, it is a condition of frustration, an eternal ethic of
indignation against the political reality which cages it into the private. It follows that
such a people make poor raw material for stability, security and integration with
“others.” Always indignant, they are either cowered into submission by the sheer brute
force of the guardians of the res publica or in open and violent opposition to it. But,
indignation is merely the soul’s defense against the wounds of reason and doubt… “it
justifies putting Socrates to death.”8 It is an unstable equilibrium of existence because
it begs its own destruction.
The locus where these frustrations play out is the private sphere. Behind the thick
walls of the kulla, the Albanian has been scheming, planning, preparing, arming to
come out into the open in order to become an Aristotelian zoon politikón (political
animal) by demolishing the order that forces him in a pre-political condition. And, a
brief overview of Albanian political action in Serb-ruled Kosovo will show that the
insecurity and violence in that region has been closely related to this effort of coming
out into the open.

European Stability Initiative, Prerja e Kordonit te Jetes: Emigrimi, Familjet dhe e ardhmja e
Kosove (Berlin, Stamboll: 18 shtator 2006), 14-16.

5

Cicero’s “common thing” which eventually denoted “the commonwealth” and, more generically
“public affairs,” “politics” or the equivalent to the Greek politeia.
7 Giovanni SARTORI, “What is “Politics,”” Political Theory, Vol. 1, No. 1. (Feb., 1973), 11.
8 Allan BLOOM, The Closing of the American Mind (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1987), 71.
6
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Kaçaks9 and Gandhians10
The fighting started early on the morning of 5 March, 1998. The Serb police
surrounded the kulla of the Jashari family in the village of Prekaz in the Drenica valley.
Entirely exposed to the enemy, the Jasharis decided to stand firm—paterfamilias
Adem Jashari being the local commander of the Ushtria Çlirimtare e Kosovës (Kosovo
Liberation Army), maybe compelling the members of the family to resist. The Jashari
men—and probably the women too—pointed their guns out of the frëngji and opened
fire. The Serbs responded with artillery and armored personnel carriers for about two
days. At the end, all the members of the Jashari clan in the house were dead except for
a six year old girl that survived miraculously. After that, neither the Serbs nor the
UÇK could stop the slide into conflict. In countless kullas around Drenica and western
Kosovo, the men assembled in the quarters reserved for them and the paterfamilias
took the final decision—Kosovo was to go to war. Young men were dispatched over
the Accursed Mountains (Bjeshkët e Namuna—Alb.) into Albania to forage for
weapons with little or no organization. Money and volunteers started flowing in from
the diaspora—Geneva, Berne, Frankfurt, Stockholm, New York.11 One year later, the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization engaged reluctantly in its first military intervention
since its creation in 1949.
What few outside observers noticed prior to NATO’s intervention in Kosovo were
the deep cleavages that existed in Kosovo between the two main Kosovar camps
struggling for a common goal—independence. These cleavages may be described as
demographic, residential or cultural divides. They pitied the urban professionals
against the rural population and young radicals. On one hand, the older urban
professionals that had composed the Titoist nomenclature in the 70s joined Rugova’s
Democratic League of Kosovo (LDK) and constructed the peaceful resistance to
Milošević’s revocation of the autonomy of the Autonomous Socialist Province of
Kosovo. The same Kosovar deputies who voted the Serb-sponsored amendments
revoking the autonomy, gathered on September 7, 1990 in Kaçanik and voted for a
constitution of the Republic of Kosovo as part of The Socialist Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia. As Yugoslavia disappeared in the flames of Croatia, on 22 September
1991 they voted for the Resolution on Independence and Sovereignty of Kosovo. A
referendum was organized to buttress the Resolution with popular legitimacy which
passed convincingly. On 19 October 1991, parliament declared Kosovo to be an
independent Republic.
What followed was a unique and noble effort to build a state without the first
Kaçak is the name of Albanian guerrillas fighting Serb occupation in the Balkan wars and the
consequent revolts after Kosovo’s incorporation in the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes.
10 Ibrahim RUGOVA was often compared to Mahatma Gandhi for his peaceful resistance to
Belgrade. Here, the Gandhians refers to the members of Rugova’s Democratic League of Kosova
and others who boycotted Serb institutions and set up the parallel state of the Republic of Kosovo
with Rugova as its president on a volunteer basis.
11 For excellent accounts of the war with a special focus on the role of Kosovo Albanians, see Tim
JUDAH, Kosovo: War and Revenge (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2000).
9
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prerogative of all states--“monopoly of the means of violence.” On 24 May 1992
parliamentary and presidential elections were held with eighteen parties contesting the
seats. Fourteen seats were left empty for the Serb and Montenegrin minority
representatives. No irregularities except for minor administrative issues were reported
and the LDK emerged as the undisputable winner while Rugova became President.
The parallel state built parallel education, health and social welfare systems funded by
voluntary taxes on income and businesses. By 1998, there were 266,413 primary
school pupils, 58,700 secondary school pupils and 16,000 university students in the
parallel system.12 The secondary schools and university programs were carried out in
private houses. Basic health care was provided by the Mother Teresa organization
which, by 1999, had 239 general practitioners, 140 specialists and 423 nurses working
voluntarily in clinics set up in 86 private houses.13 The parallel state continued to
function until Serbia’s ethnic cleansing swept the state and many of its people out of
Kosovo in 1999.
Rugova and the movement he inspired was not noble because it provided
education services in the Albanian language or because it resisted violence with
non-violent means no matter how true a perspective that seems in this age of liberal
humanitarianism. The Kosovars parallel state was noble and good because it was an
effort to claim back the res publica or, better said, to create a parallel, autonomous
public space where local politics could occur freely. It was an effort to bring the
Albanian community out of the kulla and make it political. Rugova went a long way
towards this, but his strategic choice to ignore the means of violence left the public
space that his movement opened up unguarded and vulnerable to Serb violence. And,
in the end, the moment Serbia stopped its tacit tolerance of Albanian politics, the
parallel state was swept away.
On the other side of the divide were the young revolutionaries and the rural
population. They had no patience for politics but came out of the apolitical space of
the kulla in the name of anti-politics. If we agree with Arendt and against most that
human freedom is not the end goal of politics but is realized whenever plural human
beings act politically,14 than from the perspective of intra-Albanian affairs, the fall of
the parallel state and the rise of the fighters brought Albanians back to an apolitical
condition. This weakness of politics is still plaguing Albanian communities in the
ex-Yugoslav lands due to their persecution in or estrangement from the res publica.
Without restoring a normal relationship between the individual and the public sphere,
Albanians will carry the germ of instability with them.
In the case of the Kosovar guerillas, despite tinges of Marxism among the
vanguard party, the men who first took up arms saw themselves just as the next
generation of Kaçaks carrying out the struggle of their forefathers especially in the
Drenica valley and where traditional customs are at their strongest and suspicion of

12
13
14

Cited in JUDAH, 70.
Ibi., 72.
Hannah ARENDT, The Promise of Politics (New York: Schocken Books, 2005), 93-200.
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authority is greatest.15 Almost all violent insurrections in Kosovo’s bloody twentieth
century--from the Kaçak movement of the Balkan wars and the 1920s and the 1944-46
insurrection against Tito’s partisans to the most recent conflagration—originate in
Drenica. While in the first half of the century they have been fuelled by the rage of the
dispossessed and hatred of authority, since the communist urbanization and
industrialization effort which blossomed in the golden era of the 1970s, they gained
intellectual support by young romantics graduating at the University of Prishtina who
tended to dabble into Che Guevarism before settling down to urban family life or
emigrating.16
After the flow of the Gastarbeiter from Kosovo to Germany in the 70s, the role of
the kulla as a destabilizer of the status-quo has been buttressed with diaspora money.
Not only did the well-organized émigrés fund the parallel underground state of
President Ibrahim Rugova with a 3 percent “income tax” that collected an estimated
USD 125 million,17 but they also sustained the UÇK with many millions more.18
Guerilla movements in Southern Serbia and Western Macedonia after the Kosovo war
have also been partially funded by the coffers of the diaspora. Organized in powerful
lobby groups such as the National Albanian American Council, 19 the Albanian
American Civic League 20 and others in Washington D.C. and, perhaps more
importantly, in countless small clubs dotted around Western Europe, the diaspora has
provided the cash and the legitimacy necessary for the often-violent struggle.21
The role of the diaspora in the Kosovo conflict is by no means unusual. Albanians
have long relied on a tradition of diaspora activism which has been key to the creation
of a national consciousness, the founding of the Albanian state and the struggle to
liberate Kosovo. For historical reasons, Albanians have left an indelible mark in the
national psyche. The diaspora also became a powerful carrier of the old moral codes
and traditional lifestyles contrary to urban families within Kosovo who quickly relaxed
the rigid patriarchalism of their predecessors.22 No matter what its economic and
For an alternative view that tends to overemphasize ideology, see Chris HEDGES, “Kosovo’s
Next Masters,” Foreign Affairs, May/June 1999 (Vol. 78, No. 3), 24-42. For a similar argument, see
Judah, 2000, 99. The Marxist element of the struggle has been overemphasized however. It arose
more out of the idealism of 68ers together with the very real need for logistical help from Enver
Hoxha’s Albania. By the early 90s, the Marxist element remained marginalized to a few
underground diaspora groups who were enamoured with Leninist and Maoist guerrilla literature
rather than with control of the means of production.
16 For the economic and social changes that occurred in the 70s and 80s in Kosovo and how they
promoted radicalism among Prishtina’s lumpenintellectuals see Robert D. Kaplan, Balkan Ghosts:
A Journey through History, (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 2005).
17 European Stability Initiative, Prerja e Kordonit te Jetes: Emigrimi, Familjet dhe e ardhmja e
Kosove (Berlin, Stamboll: 18 shtator 2006), 7.
18 A single fundraiser in the United States, Florian Krasniqi, claimed to have collected USD 30
million. See, Stacy Sullivan, Be not Afraid for you have Sons in America: How a Brooklyn Roofer
Helped Lure the US into the Kosovo War (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 2004).
19 http://www.naac.org
20 http://www.aacl.com
21 Paul HOCKENOS, Homeland Calling: Exile Patriotism & the Balkan Wars (Ithaca, NY: Cornell
University Press, 2003), 177-261.
22 Janet REINECK, The Past as Refuge: Gender, Migration and Ideology among the Kosovo
Albanians, 1991.
15
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social repercussions have been, without the money and activism of the diaspora things
may have turned out differently for the Albanians.

Conclusion
By and large, the Albanians are not known in the West. Until fifteen years ago, no
one had heard of them except for the educated few who were immediately reminded of
the outlandishly dressed impostors, Fernando and Guglielmo, in Mozart’s Così fan
tutte. Among the many nowadays they are known as mafious or the manual laborers
that you call to your house to fix the kitchen sink. The answer to the question “why
that is so?” will help us with the argument we have sketched here in favor of Kosovo’s
independence.
Albanians were not known because they were living in conditions of non-freedom
until fifteen years ago. Totalitarian communism in Albania itself politicized human life
so totally that it left no room for human beings.23 In Socialist Yugoslavia, Albanians
existed in the margins of the public space with only a chosen few being able to
participate fully in the public space. The reasons for this non-participation are many
and they range from repression and coercion to not understanding the lingua franca of
Yugoslav politics that was Serbo-Croatian. Just as the total politicization of human life
banishes freedom, so is a pre-political existence not free. Both equilibriums need to be
disturbed in order to allow freedom to enter.
Among the ancient Greeks, freedom was rooted in a well-defined public place. For
the Greeks it was to be found within the walls of the polis and, more precisely, in the
agora where all the free men of the polis assembled to consider common matters. For
the Romans, the family was a space where freedom was lacking—as a matter of fact,
the word familia has sometimes been translated as “servitude.”24 The political arena
than was an island of freedom surrounded by the private and foreign policy spheres
where coercion and brute force carried the day. A community that exists solely in the
private is not free. And one cannot be free in the kulla.
In the last fifteen years, Albanians have begun to claim their freedom back. In
Albania that is reflected in the difficult but clear progress towards democratic
consolidation and normality. In Kosovo, the independence effort is a prerequisite to a
condition of free men interacting publicly. Kosovo’s independence needs to be
institutionalized so that the kulla can remain part of the private sphere while politics is
carried out in the institutions of that political community. For as long as these
institutions will be lacking in representative legitimacy, Kosovo Albanians risk
remaining an unpredictable and dissatisfied people committed to destabilizing the
status-quo in order to secure and safeguard their freedom.

23
24

For the full argument, see ARENDT, esp., 108.
ARENDT, 170.
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IS AN
INDEPENDENT KOSOVO

by Hashim THACI

After the autonomy in 1974 and the war in 1998, Pristina can’t be but independent.
Kosovo’s independence would be good for Serbia too. The goal: integration in the EU
and a full NATO membership.

1.

T

he coming months are critical for Kosovo.

In a few months, the world community is expected to make a choice. This choice will
be whether or not to confirm our independence from Serbia.
Also the Serbian leaders must make a choice. That choice will be whether or not to
turn their back on the legacy of Slobodan Milosevic once and for all or to continue
dreaming of a “greater Serbia” that can never be a part of modern Europe. If our
Serbian neighbors take the first path, they will show Europe and the rest of the world
that they have closed the book on the darkest chapter of their history, and ours, and are
determined to build a new and brighter future with their neighbors. If they choose the
second path, then Serbia will continue to be a factor for instability in the region and
Europe will once again have ethnic conflict in its territory.
Since 1999, both Kosovo and Serbia have made tremendous democratic gains. We
both have enjoyed free and fair elections, advancement of human rights, an increase in
the rule of law and the development of better governing institutions. If we both have
made great progresses in our democratic development, it has only been due to do the
fact that we had enforced separation between our two lands, a separation that was
backed up with the legal authority of the United Nations and the military might of
NATO. We both have a long way to go, but we have made progress. It is vital that this
progress continues, but it can only do so if we continue to be separate and
independent.
Since I was a boy growing up in the Drenica region of Kosovo, I have heard
Belgrade speak of autonomy for Kosovo. Spokesmen for the Milosevic regime used to
say how Kosovo had the highest degree of autonomy in Europe; and once upon a time
that may well have been true. Under the 1974 Constitution, we did have a very high
degree of autonomy and Kosovo blossomed under that early taste of self-rule.
But we learned quickly that what Serbia gives, Serbia can also take. And if there is
one thing we all know more than ever today, it is that no one can seriously expect
Serbia to honor any new form of autonomy for Kosovo that might be proposed now or
in the future by Belgrade’s negotiators.
There is an ancient Chinese curse that we all know well – “May you get what you
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wish for!” Anyone today who considers himself a friend of Serbia, who supports
democratic development in Serbia, who desires a European future for Serbia should
better remember this curse. For if Serbia gets what she wishes for in status talks with
Kosovo, she will truly be cursed as the granting of her wish will only cause Serbia far
more problems that it will solve.
Let’s face the truth honestly and frankly. Serbia and Kosovo can live in peace
together, but only as independent neighbors – not under the same roof, not in the same
house. There is a good saying that applies to states as well as people. Just as it’s sad
that “good fences make good neighbors,” it is also true that “good borders make good
neighboring states.” Without clear borders, without real sovereignty for both our
countries, there won’t be peace for our peoples.
2. Now let’s consider what is possible and what is not in settling the future status of
Kosovo. What is possible, and vital, is that the future status enables Kosovo and Serbia
to put history into the past and move forward. Kosovo and Serbia have lived separately
from each other for seven years now. We must continue to live this way. Sovereignty
over Kosovo can no longer belong to Serbia, as history has shown us too many times
that Albanians will suffer under Serbian sovereignty. It really does not matter if
Serbia is a monarchy, a socialist state, a nationalist state, or a democracy. Under every
version of government, my people have suffered. We are no longer willing to take this
chance.
Second, it is possible and vital that Kosovo and Serbia look after each other’s
minorities. Both states want to be part of Europe. In this, Belgrade and Prishtina are
in total agreement. We want our state to qualify in every way for EU membership, just
as we know the Serbian people want their state to qualify. The standards of EU
membership must be the work plan for both states. Likewise will we both work toward
NATO partnership and even membership in the future. Just as minorities in Kosovo
need decentralization to ensure that their rights and community life can flourish in
Kosovo, so do minorities in Serbia.
Today there is already more decentralization in Kosovo than there is in Serbia. Yet,
Belgrade tells us every day that Kosovo needs more decentralization so the Serbian
minority in Kosovo can control more of their daily life issues. In that respect, I
challenge Serbia today to show us that decentralization can work – do it now, in Serbia,
so the Albanians in Preseva, the Hungarians in Vojvodina, and the Muslim Slavs in
Sandjak will tell us how well it works and how good it is. Lead by example and do not
ask more from us than you are willing to give yourself.
Someday Kosovo and Serbia can live together, as proud members of the European
Union. Two friendly, independent states, living side by side, can have open borders
and free travel. Not only is that good for business, but also for social relations.
Kosovars today travel to the independent state of Montenegro, a country whose
population is much smaller than ours, but with whom we enjoy friendly relations, a
country whose majority population speaks Serbo-Croatian and is Eastern Orthodox.
There is no reason why our relations with Serbia cannot be the same. Likewise,
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Macedonia has indicated publicly that it has no objections to independence for Kosovo.
These two examples show that we can live very well with our Slavic Orthodox
neighbors as long as there is mutual respect for each other’s territory and
non-interference in each other’s affairs.
Now let us consider what is not possible. Belgrade talks freely of “more than
autonomy but less than independence,” but without defining that in concrete terms.
This much we know, however. From what has been said so far, Belgrade’s vision of
autonomy is not as great as Kosovo had under the 1974 Constitution. In other words,
after decades of oppression, after ethnic cleansing and mass murder, after the burning
and looting of our homes and churches and mosques by Serbian forces, we are
expected to live with less freedom, fewer rights, and less self rule than we had over
thirty years ago! Human rights and freedoms must always go forward, never back.
Once given, freedoms and rights cannot be taken away.
The constitutional referendum that Serbia just held is an excellent example of how
Belgrade can be expected to treat Kosovars under any future vision of so-called
“autonomy.” The referendum barely passed by a mere two percentage points. The
International Crisis Group has described very well how it only passed because of
fraud , stuffed ballots, and other misdeeds to ensure its success.
The margin of victory in this referendum was just slightly higher than the number
of Serbs in Kosovo who voted in it. It is a safe bet that the Serbs in Kosovo probably
voted in favor of the referendum by at least 90% or even more. Belgrade has
manipulated elections for years using the Kosovo Serb vote and this referendum was
no exception.
Clearly, Belgrade needed the votes of Kosovo Serbs to make that referendum pass,
because many people in Serbia knew there were problems in this Constitution and
chose either not to vote or to vote against it. Now here is my question. If Belgrade
counted the votes of Serbs living in Kosovo as valid, why then did it not also count the
Albanian voting population as “no” votes when they consider Kosovo to be an integral
part of Serbia? If a Serb in Belgrade or Kosovo who did not vote counted as a “no,”
then why didn’t an Albanian in Kosovo who also did not vote count as a “no?” This is
only logical – and legal – from a Serbian government perspective. If they had done so,
however, the vote approving the Constitution would have been a failure
Such a vote could never happen in Kosovo. In every election held in Kosovo, we
have encouraged our Serbian neighbors to vote and gone to great lengths to ensure that
they had the opportunity to do so.
3. Now let us consider another aspect of this issue – Serbia’s continuing development
as a democratic state. We want Serbia to be democratic. We want Serbs never again to
suffer from dictatorship. We want all the people of Serbia, including our ethnic
Albanian brothers and sisters living there, to enjoy the highest level of freedom and
rights possible in today’s world. We also want the same for Albanians and Serbs in
Kosovo. But remember the Chinese curse and let’s be careful what we wish for.
If Serbia is forced to isolate and integrate a hostile minority that will constitute
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over a quarter of its population, then democracy will not survive. If Kosovo were to
stay in Serbia, then the future rulers of Serbia will without a doubt be the Radical Party
as Serbian nationalism will thrive. If Kosovar Albanians are forced to live under
Serbian sovereignty, under any degree of autonomy, we will once again have to fight
for our freedom because we will not feel safe knowing that Serbian police can return
to our streets and the Serbian army can return to our villages and cities.
With Kosovo independent from Serbia, though, it will be a completely different
scenario. This issue will be settled once and for all and the Radicals and other
nationalist groups will no longer be able to use the “Kosovo card” to get votes.
Nationalist forces can stop manipulating with the constitution and the country can turn
its attention inward once again to focus on internal development.
The offers of autonomy that we hear are simply a mask for an apartheid Albanian
“Bantustan” that will wall off Albanians in Kosovo, protect all ethnic Serbs living in
majority Albanian areas from being under majority Albanian rule; or having ethnic
Serbs answer to Albanian police or judges or go to Albanian doctors; and to maintain
special privileges reserved only to their ethnic group such as pensions, extra salaries
for working in Kosovo, free electricity, etc. This is nothing more than apartheid. It
allows Belgrade to maintain sovereignty over Kosovo, but not responsibility for
Kosovo. Such apartheid cannot exist in the 21 century and the international
community cannot sanction another Bantustan.
We often hear accusations of how Serbs cannot live with Albanians because we
destroy their homes and churches and persecute them. It is true that since the horrors
of 1999, there have been incidents of hatred against many innocent people and angry
mobs have reacted against Serb churches and other sites associated with the Serbian
state. These acts were wrong and our government in Kosovo condemned them and
some people were arrested for their crimes. That same government also allocated tens
of millions of Euros for repairs and reconstruction and to help displaced minorities
return to their homes. This proves one thing. The government in Kosovo, the “state”
if you will, has demonstrated that it can act responsibly and will treat Serbs and other
minorities respectfully and in accordance with modern norms.
This has not been the case with the Serbian state and its government, whose forces
and personnel attacked our people, destroyed our homes, and to this day has made no
effort to compensate Albanians and other non-Serbs for their losses or to bring to trial
the many representatives of that government who committed war crimes in Kosovo as
part of their official duties.
In the eyes of the Serbian government, Kosovor Albanians simply do not count.
This kind of race-based system is impossible to imagine in any developed, Western,
democratic country. What kind of autonomy and what kind of future relations could
we possibly have if Kosovo and Serbia are not separate, sovereign states?
4. We know compromise will be required as part of final status. We are prepared to
compromise in many areas, but we will not settle for anything less than the complete
absence of Belgrade’s sovereignty over Kosovo. We can share that sovereignty with
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the international community for some time, but we cannot accept Serbia having any
part of it. We are prepared to work with Serbia as good neighbors, but we are not
prepared to live in the same house. We are prepared and even eager to go forward with
Serbia as neighboring states on a path toward EU integration and even NATO
partnership someday in the future. We are prepared to work with Belgrade to effect
decentralization in Kosovo and Serbia that will protect the interests of minorities in
both states.
But we are not prepared to stake our survival on Serbia’s future democratic
development, and we are not prepared to take a chance on living under Serbian
nationalist rule again. We are not prepared to live under the threat of Serbian police or
military ever again, and we are not prepared to trust our security to the very security
forces that drove half our people from their homes. We are also not prepared to give
up part of our territory and the international community supports us in this. Partition is
not the answer in Kosovo any more than it is the answer in any other ethnically-mixed
area of the world.
Again and again we hear arguments from Belgrade that the presence of ancient
churches and monasteries entitles Serbia to sovereignty over Kosovo. We hear the
medieval poetry and epics celebrating a 500-year-old defeat that seems to justify the
domination of ethnic Albanians by Serbs. We listen to Belgrade’s pronouncements that
an independent Kosovo sets precedents around the world for independence movements,
including threats of uprisings by Serbs in Croatia and Bosnia.
Greek churches have survived for centuries in Palestine, Israel, Egypt, Syria, and
many other countries that used to be part of the Greek Empire. By the same token,
Serbian churches will survive in Kosovo and Serbian Orthodox monasteries will surely
hear the chants of Serbian monks for centuries to come. This is really not an issue and
no one should try to use these holy places for political gain.
But Kosovo really is a unique case. Kosovo does not set a precedent for Tibet,
Chechnya, the Serbian Republic in Bosnia, South Ossetia, Abkhazia or any other case.
None of these territories came under direct United Nations administration and none of
them have had their status described in UN Security Council resolutions the way
Kosovo did. This is about Kosovo – nothing more, nothing less. We deserve
independence, we have earned it, we have worked for it, and we are prepared for it. It
is up to the world – and Serbia – to recognize this new reality and to work with
Kosovo and Serbia to become member states fully integrated into Europe.
On this basis and this basis alone, both Kosovo and Serbia can be factors for
stability in the Balkans. Our independence will remove the fear we have of further
Serbian domination and it will remove the hope that drives Serbian radicals and
nationalists to a vision of an ethnically pure greater Serbia. All of Kosovo’s other
neighbors have shown they are prepared to live in peace with an independent Kosovo.
It is time for Serbia to do the same. Once this question is settled, there can be lasting
peace in the Balkans.
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